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Abstract

When preferences are sensitive to context, firms may influence purchase decisions by designing
the environment of consumption choices. This paper studies how competitive retailers optimally
design their product line if preferences at the store depend on whether the choice set draws
consumer attention to the quality or price of a product. Before making a purchase decision, a
consumer chooses among retailers without (fully) anticipating that her preferences at the store
are malleable. We show that this setup can align evidence on retailer marketing practices and
the existence of loss leaders with the experimental literature on decoy effects: In equilibrium,
retailers use loss leaders to attract the consumer to the store and decoy products to draw consumer
attention at the store to more profitable alternatives featuring a higher price (inducing a profitable
up-sell) or lower production-cost (inducing a profitable down-sell). We embed and compare the
predictions of three recent specifications of choice-set dependent attention, namely ‘Salience’,
‘Focusing’, and ‘Relative Thinking’. All three specifications predict that firms construct choice
environments that utilize decoy effects to up- or down-sell the consumer. Because they differ in
how attention can be directed using the product line, however, they differ in their predictions of
how the decoy will be positioned in the price-quality space.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A recurring story about retailer marketing tricks concerns the “decoy effect”: When US kitchenware
retailer Williams-Sonoma saw their breadmaker at $279 flopping, they offered, next to it, a larger
model priced at $429, and sales on the $279 model picked up. Since then, putting an expensive
‘decoy’ next to a product with similar features to increase the perceived value of the latter has become a
(reportedly) widely used marketing strategy.1 Similar stories are found for what is sometimes labelled
the “compromise effect” (customers shy away from extreme prices and go for the middle-priced option)
or the “everyone-loves-a-deal effect” (a crossed-out price on the price tag that exceeds the offer price
and makes the product look as if on sale, i.e., a “bargain”). Scholars of psychology, marketing and
economics have been accumulating evidence since at least the early 1980s that these effects can be
reproduced in controlled lab settings.2 A range of promising theories have emerged to model context-
sensitive consumer behavior, reflecting the observation that consumers judge alternatives relative to
the immediate environment in which they are presented.3 Recently, theories that model consumer
valuation to be driven by whether an attribute or product draws attention—in the sense of ‘standing
out’ in relation to the choice set—have been in the spotlight of researchers. The most prominent ones
are the theories of ‘Salience’ (Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer 2013), ‘Focusing’ (Kőszegi and Szeidl
2013), and ‘Relative Thinking’ (Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein 2019).4

It sounds intuitive that firms may be able to ‘design’ their product line in order to induce, for
example, a “decoy effect”. However, even accepting that purchase decisions are affected by context, it is
far from straightforward that such manipulations play a role in markets where multiple firms compete
for the attention of consumers. In this paper, we show that the structure of typical retail markets makes
it likely that product-line manipulations of individual firms play a role even in perfectly competitive
retail markets. The reason for this is that, typically, consumers need to enter the store of a particular
firm before being able to buy a product: An internet shopper, for instance, can browse and compare
the product-lines of different online stores using price-comparison websites such as PriceGrabber and
Google Shopping, but ultimately has to enter a store—say, amazon.com—to purchase a product.
This structure gives individual retailers (even perfectly competitive ones) considerable power over the
design of the final choice environment. By choosing her product line carefully, a retailer may then be
able to induce a preference change at the store, allowing her to compete and sell on two different sets

1This story occurs, for example, on https://60secondmarketer.com/blog/2012/01/19/how-to-charge-more-for-
your-products-by-using-the-decoy-effect/, accessed 2018-08-20.

2Early contributions include Huber, Payne and Puto (1982), Simonson (1989) and Pratkanis and Farquhar (1992).
3Early models include Parducci (1965) and Tversky and Simonson (1993).
4This ‘perception-based’ approach to attention should be distanced from theories that model attention as a choice

variable of the consumer, such as Sims (2003), Gabaix (2014), or Matějka and McKay (2015). There exist approaches to
choice-set dependent attention that are somewhat similar to the ones we consider, but are not immediately applicable
to our setting such as Azar (2007) (lays out ideas similar to Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer 2013 but does not offer
a fully-fledged theory) and Ok, Ortoleva and Riella (2015) (attention operates over options, not attributes). Earlier
approaches to choice-set dependent preferences in economics were not based on attention. Most prominent is the
approach by Tversky and Kahneman (1991) (also Tversky and Simonson 1993) who assume loss aversion with respect to
choice-set dependent reference points. There is cumulating evidence suggesting that attention-based approaches such as
Salience perform better in explaining disparate evidence than loss-aversion, see, e.g., Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köhler (2016),
Dertwinkel-Kalt et al. (2017), and the extensive discussion in Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2013) and Bushong, Rabin
and Schwartzstein (2019).
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of preferences. Because this is a strategic element that exists precisely due to the competition with
other firms, attempts to influence consumer decisions by designing the product line may become more
rather than less important and prevalent with competition.

In our model, there is only one good, but this good can be differentiated in quality and price.
Market supply of the good is competitive: There is a large number of (ex-ante symmetric) firms that
each can offer any menu of quality-price combinations—a product line—at a firm-specific store (for
example, a website or a supermarket). A consumer can observe all available products before choosing a
firm, but to make a purchase, she has to enter the store. We introduce context-sensitivity by assuming
that consumer preferences at the store depend on the local product line drawing attention to the price
or quality of a product. This modeling approach follows the basic idea of Salience (Bordalo, Gennaioli
and Shleifer 2013), Focusing (Kőszegi and Szeidl 2013), and Relative Thinking (Bushong, Rabin and
Schwartzstein 2019). We implement the three theories with the help of different model specifications,
and give detailed report of how our results depend on the particular theory being applied.

Our main result is as follows. If there exist consumers who do not (fully) anticipate that their
preferences at the store are malleable, the profit-maximizing choice of competitive retailers is to design
a product line that contains three distinct products: A non-profitable ‘attraction product’ to compete
for the consumer, a (weakly) profitable ‘target’ to sell to the consumer, and a ‘decoy’ to induce a
preference shift from the attraction product to the target at the store. Such product lines are a
prevalent feature of equilibrium markets—irrespective of whether preferences at the store follow a
Salience, Focusing or Relative Thinking specification, and irrespective of whether there also exist
consumers who are sophisticated regarding their context sensitivity (and thus, cannot be profitably
induced to switch) or consumers who are not sensitive to context at all (and thus, will exploit firms
that offer nonprofitable attraction products).

Our findings align evidence on retailer marketing practices and the existence of loss leaders with the
experimental literature on decoy effects. Equilibrium product lines are remarkably similar to choice
sets that have been experimentally shown to induce preference reversals (see, e.g., Huber, Payne and
Puto 1982, Simonson 1989). Our model also explains the retail-market phenomena known as “up-
selling” and “down-selling”, which are often described as sellers using the presentation of options to
induce the consumer to switch either to a product of higher quality and higher price (up-sell) or to
a product of lower quality and lower production cost (down-sell). Most consumers come across such
attempts on a regular, if not even daily, basis.5 In our model, both up-selling equilibria and down-
selling equilibria emerge endogenously. In an up-selling equilibrium, consumers expect to purchase a
cheap, low-quality product when entering a store, but then shell out to upgrade to a product of higher
quality and higher price. In a down-selling equilibrium, retailers sell products of lower quality (and
lower cost), while initially attracting the consumer with a product of very high quality.

At the core of the behavioral and marketing phenomena we describe lies the novel assumption
that some consumers are näıve about their sensitivity to contextual manipulations. In line with this
assumption, marketing blogs describe the practice of up- and down-selling as “getting the consumer

5Ellison and Ellison (2009) present evidence of such strategies in the online retail market for computer parts.
See, also, Max Nisen on “Super cheap airline fares lures in lots of fliers, but most shell out to upgrade” (Quartz,
16th July 2015, retrieved from https://qz.com/456017, accessed 2017-02-23) and, for a range of anecdotal examples,
https://econsultancy.com/blog/66879-10-powerful-examples-of-upselling-online/ (accessed 2017-02-22).
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to make a higher cost purchase than he or she originally planned”, selling “a product that is more
expensive than the one they initially came to buy” or something more profitable “than the original
product they intended to buy”.6 The same blogs are abundant with “tricks” on how to exploit the
design of the product line to induce a profitable up- or down-sell.

To provide a tractable model of näıve context-sensitivity, we assume in the main text that pref-
erences are context-sensitive only at the final point of sale, with some consumers being unaware
(i.e. näıve) of their in-store context-sensitivity when choosing among retailers. This assumption—
which is compatible with, but not implied by, the theories of Salience, Focusing, and Relative
Thinking—allows us to highlight and analyze the consequences of näıveté in a particularly clear
and accessible way. These consequences range from the emergence of loss leaders and decoys to up-
and down-selling strategies of retailers, all documented as marketing phenomena in the literature but
hitherto not simultaneously explained by a unifying model. In Online Appendix C, we provide a vari-
ant of our model that employs a different—more involved—specification of näıveté that does not rely
on context-sensitivity being restricted to choices made inside the store and show that our main results
extend to this specification.7 The assumption we make for the model of the main text is, however,
not merely for technical convenience. In fact, the idea that contextual stimuli are weaker—and thus,
preferences less malleable—in the distant situation of planning choices (outside the store) than in the
close proximity of making an actual choice (inside the store) resonates with the wider literature on
dynamic inconsistencies in three important ways.

First, it is analogous to a widely held belief in the literature on self-control (Strotz 1959, Gul and
Pesendorfer 2001, etc.) that proximity to actual choice makes a person vulnerable to temptation (see
Bushong et al. 2010 for an experiment supporting this belief). In our model, proximity to choice makes
a person vulnerable to context effects. Second, our assumption is qualitatively in line with findings
on how context-sensitivity depends on psychological distance to a choice. Construal level theory
(Trope and Liberman 2003, Trope, Liberman and Wakslak 2007), for instance, suggests that “as
psychological distance to a choice increases, people represent options by decontextualized, simple, and
stable features that convey their essence. In contrast, as the psychological distance decreases, people
represent the same options at a low level by their contextualized, specific, and incidental features that
convey the details of the stimuli” (Khan, Zhu and Karla 2011, p. 63). Khan, Zhu and Karla (2011)
find evidence for this claim in three different experimental studies. Relatedly, Pettibone and Wedell
(2000) present experimental evidence that decoy effects are weaker when people are only asked to
express judgments of options, compared to when they are asked to make actual choices.8 Third and
finally, the theoretical literature on “choices with frames” in the tradition of Salant and Rubinstein
(2008) knows the cooling-off of framing effects outside the stimulus-affected choice situation (see, e.g.,

6See www.forbes.com/sites/neilpatel/2015/12/21/how-to-upsell-any-customer, http://www.brainsins.com/
en/blog/upselling-increasing-profits/1488, and https://www.123-reg.co.uk/blog/ecommerce/how-to-increase-
revenue-with-up-selling-and-cross-selling/ (all three have emphasis added and were accessed on 2017-02-23).

7In Online Appendix C, we assume that näıve consumers, when choosing among retailers, only consider a small set
of (advertised) products. Upon entering a firm, preferences—which are assumed to be choice-set dependent both inside
and outside the store—may change as a result of the näıve consumer being “surprised” by the larger set of options he
can choose from. In comparison to the model we analyze in the main text, here, näıveté operates over future choice sets
(which affect future preferences) rather than over future preferences directly.

8While this literature does not provide unambiguous evidence for the direction of time-inconsistency we impose,
it strongly suggests that context-sensitivity outside the store differs from context-sensitivity inside the store. In our
framework, this is sufficient to provide retailers with the opportunity to exploit näıveté using context effects.
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Salant and Siegel 2018, Ostrizek and Shiskin 2019). Hence, these models assume, as we do, that
proximity in space and time is needed for store context to affect consumer preferences.

1.2 Related Literature

This paper is related to several growing literatures. The first is the literature on attention-based
preferences, of which the most prominent representatives are Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2013,
‘Salience’), Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013, ‘Focusing’), and Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein (2019, ‘Rel-
ative Thinking’). Our model is sufficiently general to encompass all three of them and we thoroughly
compare their predictions in the analysis part. An earlier application of the Salience model to markets
is Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2016). Here, the authors study the competition of a duopoly of
firms in the case that consumer preferences depend on the salience of product attributes. This is in
line with our approach. However, as their model neither allows a firm to offer more than one product
nor to manipulate consumer preferences after the consumer has selected a firm, their analysis does
not capture the main features of the retail market we are interested in.

The second literature covers alternative theoretical approaches to context-sensitivity in markets.
An early paper is Kamenica (2008) who shows that context effects such as the “compromise effect”
can arise in (monopolistic) markets even if all consumers have stable preferences. His explanation is
based on the observation that product lines can carry information about the quality-price valuations of
other consumers, which rational consumers who are uncertain about the value of a product may react
to.9 While this is an important result that sheds new light on the importance of consumer inference,
it is definitely not the end of the story: Context effects have been found in experimental settings
with no explanatory room for inference,10 making it likely that at least part of the context-dependent
behavior we observe in markets is driven by unconscious psychological reactions rather than rational
updating processes.

Salant and Siegel (2018) study a monopolist targeting context-sensitive consumers who show such
psychological reactions. In their contribution, the choice of the firm is a menu of contracts as well
as an abstract “frame” which can influence buyers’ behavior by increasing the attractiveness of some
product or product attribute. In equilibrium, the firm may use the frame to sell the consumer a
contract that, additional to the base product a rational consumer would buy, contains a costly add-
on. This is related to what we call an ‘up-sell’, albeit with the firm using an add-on instead of inducing
the consumer to switch to an entirely different product with higher quality. In comparison to Salant
and Siegel (2018), we concentrate on competitive markets and make the “frame” endogenous to the
product line. In retailing, in particular online-retailing, competitive rather than monopolistic markets
are the norm. While the power of individual firms to “frame” buying decisions is less obvious in
competitive markets, we present a rationale (firm-specific stores) for why it still matters. Our focus
on competition allows us to highlight a hitherto unstudied strategic element present in markets with
context-sensitive consumers: the possibility to manipulate context in order to drive a wedge between
consumer preferences in the moment of competition and consumer preferences in the moment of

9This conjecture has been formulated earlier, for example by Wernerfelt (1995).
10See, for example, Herne (1999), Ariely, Loewenstein and Prelec (2003), and Mazar, Kőszegi and Ariely (2014).
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purchase.11 It also generates the novel prediction that sometimes, firms may prefer to down-sell
instead of up-sell the consumer. By endogenizing the “frame”, we show how firms can generate the
desired context using decoy products, a practice that is wide-spread among retailers in the real world.

A fundamentally different idea of how “frames” or “context” might play a role in competitive
markets is studied by Eliaz and Spiegler (2011a,b) and Piccione and Spiegler (2012). The focus of
these papers are situations where consumers have perfectly stable preferences but are not aware of the
products available at all firms. To make consumers aware of its products, a firm can engage in (costly)
marketing efforts. This may include the use of “marketing devices” such as advertising or information
campaigns (Eliaz and Spiegler 2011a), “attention grabbers”, which are products the consumer does not
want to purchase but which may attract her for exogenous reasons such as familiarity or sensationalism
(Eliaz and Spiegler 2011b), or “frames” which describe the content of products and thereby can help
(or hinder) the consumer to compare the products of two different firms (Piccione and Spiegler 2012).
While these labels might sound similar to what we term the ‘attraction product’, the ‘decoy’, or the
‘context’ of a firm, there is no deeper relation.

From a methodological perspective, clearly the most important novelty of our paper is that we
allow consumers to be (partially) näıve about their context-sensitivity. Our findings on how retailers
can exploit such näıveté bear close resemblance to existing findings on how firms can exploit näıve
misperceptions about “hidden prices” when signing a contract. Such misperceptions may include—
but are not restricted to—unawareness about the cost of expensive add-ons when buying a product
(e.g. the cost of printer cartridges; see Gabaix and Laibson 2006, Ellison 2005), hidden credit-card
fees (see Heidhues and Kőszegi 2010), or false beliefs about the true extent or variability of one’s own
demand (e.g. when using a gym or mobile phone contract; see DellaVigna and Malmendier 2004,
2006, Grubb 2009). Recently, Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017) present a reduced-form framework that
can accommodate many of the diverse models that have emerged under the assumption that näıve
consumers may fall prey to a “hidden price” when contracting with a firm.12

The reason that our findings resemble those in the behavioral contracting literature on “hidden
prices” stems from two central characteristics of the retail markets we model. The first is the choice
structure: Similar to a contract environment, consumers have to first select a firm (i.e. a store) before
being able to consume the final product. When consumers are context-sensitive, this choice structure
may allow retailers to endogenously construct dynamic inconsistencies. Second, similar to how a firm
may use a “menu of contracts” to screen and exploit näıfs who misperceive some terms of the contract
(Eliaz and Spiegler 2006), retailers can use their product lines to design “product menus” to screen
and exploit consumers who are näıve about their context-sensitivity.

To some extent then, the context-sensitivity we model in this paper can be seen as providing
a new and previously unstudied microfoundation for the existence of “hidden prices” in consumer
markets.13 We replicate—and extend to a new domain—two central findings in the literature as to
how different types of “sophisticated” consumers affect outcomes for the näıve: (1) Consumers who are

11It is this particular possibility that lets firms in our model choose product lines including both, an ‘attraction
product’ and a ‘target’. It is this choice, in turn, that makes the use of decoys necessary in order to draw consumers
away from the nonprofitable attraction product at the store.

12See also their recent survey and discussion of the rich literature on exploitative contracts in the Handbook of
Behavioral Economics (Heidhues and Kőszegi 2018).

13We thank one of the anonymous reviewers for pointing out this relationship.
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aware of but cannot avoid to pay the “hidden price” self-select into different (less exploitative) firms
than näıfs, as emphasized by Heidhues, Kőszegi and Murooka (2017). Because they are separated at
entry, such consumers have no effect on the näıfs’ exploitation. (2) With consumers who can avoid
to pay the “hidden price”, there is a cross-subsidy from the näıfs to this type of consumers, making
the exploitation worse, as demonstrated by Gabaix and Laibson (2006).14 In our framework, both
types of consumers (and both results) emerge naturally by allowing for some consumers to be (1)
context-sensitive yet perfectly aware of their dynamic inconsistency (i.e. sophisticated in the original
meaning of the word as introduced by Strotz 1959, Pollak 1968) or (2) entirely context-insensitive
(i.e. rational), respectively.

Dynamic inconsistencies that have been modeled in the literature so far typically stem from a
hard-wired consumer characteristic such as present bias (e.g. DellaVigna and Malmendier 2004) or
unawareness of a specific price element (e.g. Gabaix and Laibson 2006). Context-sensitivity, in com-
parison, enables a firm—via its product line—to endogenously trigger and manipulate the direction of
consumer biases. The result of this endogeneity is that we get richer results with respect to how firms
generate biases and how they exploit näıveté. We show how firms can use decoys to trigger the pref-
erence reversal that benefits them the most. Depending on consumer and cost characteristics as well
as on the specific model of context-sensitivity employed—Salience (Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer
2013), Focusing (Kőszegi and Szeidl 2013), or Relative Thinking (Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein
2019)—firms may endogenously choose to up-sell or down-sell näıve consumers. The latter is a finding
that has so far not been identified in the literature on “hidden prices”.15

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce our formal model in the next
section. Section 3 sets the stage by characterizing the movement of consumers in the market. Section 4
is the main section devoted to characterizing equilibrium product lines. In section 5 we conclude by
discussing our model assumptions and results. All proofs are relegated to the Online Appendix.

2 The Model

There exists a unit mass of consumers. Each consumer demands one unit of a good that can be
differentiated in quality q ∈ R and price p ∈ R. Both quality and price are measured in dollars. A
set of retailers K, |K| ≥ 4, compete for the consumers. Each retailer k ∈ K owns a store. At the
store, the retailer may offer multiple products j ∈ Jk, each with its own quality-price combination
(qj , pj) ∈ R2. The set Mk = ((qj , pj))j∈Jk

is called the product line of firm k.
Consumers are aware of all products in the market. To purchase a product, they move in two steps:

They first select a store to shop in (step 1). Once at the store, they select a product to buy (step 2).
14Armstrong (2015) surveys models making this prediction, a feature he calls the existence of “ripoff externalities”.
15One may ask whether our model maps into the reduced-form framework on “hidden prices” provided by Heidhues

and Kőszegi (2017). While the Heidhues-Kőszegi framework is indeed very general, it does not readily accommodate
microfoundations that allow for endogenous preference reversals such as context-sensitivity. Fixing a preference reversal,
the framework can accommodate up-selling motives, but not necessarily down-selling motives. Notice further that the
central question studied by Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017) are the welfare implications of näıveté-based discrimination.
We refrain from defining welfare and also assume that firms do not have knowledge about the näıveté of individual
consumers, which (realistically) rules out näıveté-based discrimination. In principle, however, our model is one with
a “näıve-side distortion paid by the firm”, similar to the model of “useless extras” studied by Heidhues and Kőszegi
(2017, p.1045). Extrapolating from their results, we speculate that näıveté-based discrimination (if we were to assume
that firms could discriminate on näıveté) would not affect welfare in our model.
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We assume that consumers only buy products that satisfy a minimum quality level qmin > 0 and that
have a price weakly below some threshold pmax > 0.16 Instead of entering a store and purchasing
a product, consumers can select an outside option of no purchase.17 Firms move before consumers
move. At the beginning of the game, all firms simultaneously select (and commit to) a product line
Mk, thereby determining the number of products available at their store as well as each product’s
quality and price. The sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 1.

t
Each firm 

commits to a 
product line

The consumer
observes each 
product line

The consumer
enters a store

or exits the market

The consumer
purchases a product

from the store she has entered

Exit

Enter

Figure 1: Sequence of events

2.1 Consumer Preferences

When consumers decide which store to enter, they value products according to function

uj = qj − pj , (1)

The value of the outside option (not entering a store) is normalized to u0 = 0.
Inside the store (when consumers make their final purchase decision), product valuations depend

on whether the product line of the retailer draws attention to the quality or price of a product.
Specifically, for any product j ∈ Jk, let θk

j ∈ {Q,P,N} denote whether quality qj draws attention
(θk

j = Q), price pj draws attention (θk
j = P ), or neither draws attention (θk

j = N). When deciding
which product j ∈ Jk of the products the firm offers they will buy, consumers value product j according
to function

ûk
j =


β · qj − pj if quality qj draws attention (θk

j = Q),

qj − β · pj if price pj draws attention (θk
j = P ),

qj − pj if neither draws attention (θk
j = N).

(2)

16Think of qmin as the context-insensitive, minimum level of quality that is necessary for a product to produce
nonnegative utility: perishable food should not have reached its expiration date; a computer needs a certain speed and
memory to run current software; etc. Think of pmax as the maximum budget the consumer devotes to the good when
she goes shopping. Households often bracket their income into goal-related budgets such as a monthly budget for clothes
or set a limit price when shopping for appliances such as a TV (Thaler 1985, Heath and Soll 1996, Koch and Nafziger
2018). In equilibrium, qmin and pmax sometimes define the products that consumers expect to buy when entering a
store, but never the products they ultimately purchase from that retailer.

17Allowing consumers to exercise the outside option of no purchase both outside and inside the store (i.e. adding
the option to leave a store empty-handed) does not change our results. In fact, because competition itself generates
sufficiently high pressure for firms to provide products with strictly positive surplus in equilibrium, outside options
(whether introduced ex-ante or ex-post) do not, in general, play a binding role in the competitive market environments
we consider. We discuss the role of outside options and the fact that the same logic does not apply for the case of a
monopolist in Online Appendix B.
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In above equation, β ≥ 1 is a constant that determines the size of preference distortions that arise
from attention to quality or price at the store. If β > 1, attention to quality (θk

j = Q) at the store is
associated with an increase in the valuation of product j relative to the prior assessment (ûk

j > uj),
while attention to price (θk

j = P ) is associated with a lower valuation (ûk
j < uj). Note that β can be

arbitrarily close to one; i.e., we do not make assumptions on the size of preference distortions. The
case of β = 1 nests the rational consumer whose preferences are insensitive to product-line effects.

2.2 Three Models of Choice-Set Dependent Attention

To model product-line effects we embed—and compare the predictions of—Salience (Bordalo, Gen-
naioli and Shleifer 2013), Focusing (Kőszegi and Szeidl 2013), and Relative Thinking (Bushong, Ra-
bin and Schwartzstein 2019). We introduce these theories to our framework using three alternative
specifications for the relation between θk

j (attention to quality or price at the store) and Mk (the
product line):

Salience (Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer 2013). “An attribute is salient for a good when it stands out
among the good’s attributes relative to that attribute’s average level in the choice set.”18 Let q̄k be the

average quality of products at firm k, q̄k :=
∑

j∈Jk
qj

|Jk| , and let p̄k be the average price, p̄k :=
∑

j∈Jk
pj

|Jk| .
The quality of a product draws attention if the distance of its quality to the average quality at firm k

is proportionally larger than the distance of its price to the average price (and vice versa), that is,

θk
j (Salience) =



Q if |qj − q̄k|
qj + q̄k

>
|pj − p̄k|
pj + p̄k

P if |qj − q̄k|
qj + q̄k

<
|pj − p̄k|
pj + p̄k

N otherwise.

Focusing (Kőszegi and Szeidl 2013). “A person focuses more on, and hence overweights, attributes
in which her options differ more.”19 Let ∆k

q be the range of qualities at firm k, ∆k
q := maxj∈Jk

qj −
minj∈Jk

qj , and let ∆k
p be the range of prices, ∆k

p := maxj∈Jk
pj−minj∈Jk

pj . The quality of a product
draws attention if the range in qualities at firm k is greater than the range in prices (and vice versa),
that is,

θk
j (Focusing) =


Q if ∆k

q > ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q < ∆k

p

N otherwise.

18Cited from the abstract of Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2013, p.803). The general form of Salience assumes
that the salience of product attribute zj ∈ {qj , pj} is given by any function σ(zj , z̄

k) that satisfies continuity, symmetry,
ordering and homogeneity of degree zero (see Definition 1 and Assumption 1 in Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer 2013).

For ease of understanding, we have opted for a specific salience function in the main text, namely σ(zj , z̄
k) = |zj−z̄k|

zj+z̄k .
In the proofs, we use the general form.

19Cited from the abstract of Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013, p.53). Our implementation is a straightforward translation
of their main assumption (Assumption 1) to a setup with discrete utility weights.
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Relative Thinking (Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein 2019). “A person weighs a given change
along a consumption dimension by less when it is compared to bigger changes along that dimension.”20

Let ∆k
q be the range of qualities at firm k, ∆k

q := maxj∈Jk
qj −minj∈Jk

qj , and let ∆k
p be the range

of prices, ∆k
p := maxj∈Jk

pj − minj∈Jk
pj . The quality of a product draws attention if the range in

qualities at firm k is considerably smaller than the range in prices (and vice versa), that is,

θk
j (Relative Thinking) =


Q if ∆k

q · β < ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q > ∆k

p · β

N otherwise

where β ≥ 1 according to Eq. 2.21,22

A few comments regarding above specifications are in order. Note that all three specifications
define attention as arising from comparisons of a product’s attributes with the attributes of other
products in the product line. In particular, if the product line is a singleton, Jk = {j}, then all three
specifications imply that θk

j = N . In other words, if a firm offers only one product, then neither
this product’s quality nor its price will be overweighted at the store. Consumers may overweight
the quality or price of a product only if there exist at least two different products at the store. A
difference between the specifications that will be important for our analysis is the following: With
Focusing and Relative Thinking, attention is fully determined by the spread of attributes ∆k

q and ∆k
p

in the choice set. Hence, with these two specifications, all products at a given store will have the same
attribute (quality or price) drawing attention. With Salience, however, attention depends on both,
the characteristics of the average product (q̄k, p̄k) (a global variable determined by the choice-set Mk)
and the characteristics of the product (qj , pj) itself. As a result, attention may become asymmetric,
with different products drawing attention to different attributes. This implies that retailers have a
larger set of possibilities to manipulate consumer preferences when attention follows Salience than
when attention follows Focusing or Relative Thinking.

20Cited from the abstract of Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein (2019). Our implementation is a direct translation
of their major norming assumptions N0-N2 to a setup with discrete utility weights. Details are given in footnotes 21
and 22 below.

21 The main assumption of Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein (2019) is norming assumption N1, which says the
weight on a consumption dimension decreases as the range increases. Technically, this is the reverse of Assumption 1 in
Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013). The reason that our specification of Relative Thinking includes weight β as a multiplier and,
thus, is not exactly the reverse of our specification of Focusing is norming assumption N2, which “assures that people
are sensitive to absolute consumption utility differences” (Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein 2019, p.7). In particular,
N2 says that the weight is not allowed to decrease so fast as to cancel out actual differences in attribute values. For the
technical derivation see footnote 22 below.

22To translate N0-N2 to a setup with discrete utility weights, let w(·) denote the weight function that attaches weight
wk

z ∈ {1, β} to attribute z ∈ {q, p}. N0 assumes that w(·) is a function of the attribute spread, w(∆k
z ). N1 assumes

that w(∆k
z ) is decreasing in the spread. Finally, N2 assumes that w(∆k

z ) ·∆k
z is increasing. Suppose that quality has a

higher weight than price. In our discrete framework this means wk
q = β and wk

p = 1. According to Eq. (2) it follows that
θk

j = Q for all products j ∈ Jk. By N1, w(∆k
q ) > w(∆k

p) ⇒ ∆k
q < ∆k

p . But N2 makes a more restrictive assumption,
namely that w(∆k

q ) > w(∆k
p) ∧∆k

q < ∆k
p ⇒ w(∆k

q )∆k
s < w(∆k

p)∆k
p ⇔ β∆k

q < ∆k
p . It follows that θk

j = Q if and only if
β∆k

q < ∆k
p . An analogous derivation establishes the condition for θk

j = P .
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2.3 Rational, Sophisticated, and Näıve Consumers

We consider three types of consumers. Rational consumers have consistent, context-insensitive pref-
erences and are modeled by setting β = 1. Among context-sensitive consumers (β > 1) we sepa-
rate between sophisticated and näıve types. Näıve context-sensitive consumers are unaware of their
context-sensitivity. When choosing a store, they (falsely) believe that their current preferences—given
by Eq. (1)—are immutable. Sophisticated types, on the other hand, have perfect knowledge of how
their in-store behavior depends on the product line. When choosing a retailer, they correctly antic-
ipate that their preferences at the store will be given by Eq. (2). In the spirit of earlier work on
time-inconsistent consumers (in particular, O’Donoghue and Rabin 2001), we model näıve consumers
by assuming that they hold an (incorrect) point-belief β̃ = 1 about the size of parameter β in Eq. (2),
while sophisticated consumers have (correct) point belief β̃ = β.23

Definition 1 (Rational, Sophisticated, and Näıve Consumers). A consumer is rational if she is not
context-sensitive, that is, β = 1. A context-sensitive consumer (β > 1) is sophisticated if she correctly
anticipates whether and how her preferences will change, β̃ = β, and näıve if she believes that her
preferences do not change, β̃ = 1.

2.4 Retailers

Retailers are standard profit maximizers. All retailers simultaneously choose their product lines
(Mk)k∈K at the beginning of the game. This decision determines the number of products |Jk| available
at the store of retailer k as well as each product’s quality qj ∈ R and price pj ∈ R. Retailers have
knowledge of how each consumer type values products outside and inside the store, and of the share
of rational, näıve and sophisticated consumers in the market. However, they cannot observe the type
of individual consumers.

Retailers have symmetric cost functions. A retailer can offer any number of products free of charge
(there are no setup costs). The retailer incurs a positive cost c(qj) if and only if a consumer purchases
a product from its product line, and this cost depends on the quality qj of the product supplied. In
particular, we assume that c(qj) is strictly convex increasing, c′(qj) > 0, c′′(qj) > 0, and satisfies
c(0) = c′(0) = 0. These standard Inada conditions imply that for any store-specific product valuation
ûk

j there exists a unique, strictly positive level of quality qc that is cost-efficient to sell, namely

qc =



qQ := arg max
q

[βq − c(q)]⇔ c′(qQ) = β if quality qj draws attention (θk
j = Q),

qP := arg max
q

[q − βc(q)]⇔ c′(qP ) = 1
β

if price pj draws attention (θk
j = P ),

q∗ := arg max
q

[q − c(q)] ⇔ c′(q∗) = 1 if neither draws attention (θk
j = N),

(3)

23It is straightforward to incorporate partially näıve consumers in our setup. These consumers are aware of context
effects (β̃ > 1), but misestimate their strength (β̃ 6= β). In a previous working paper version of this paper (see
Apffelstaedt and Mechtenberg 2016), we solve the model with such consumers being present. For brevity and ease of
presentation, we have omitted the analysis from this version of the paper, following the advice of the associate editor.
Our results are not affected by the presence of partially näıve consumers: The results for perfectly näıve consumers
(β̃ = 1) hold for any consumers who (even just marginally) underestimate the strength of context effects (β̃ ∈ (1, β)).
Moreover, consumers who overestimate context effects (β̃ > β), behave—in equilibrium—in a way identical to perfectly
sophisticated consumers (β̃ = β) and are supplied with the same products.
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where qQ > q∗ > qP > 0.

2.5 Solution Concept

We use the standard solution concept for our model: competitive Nash equilibrium, defined by retailers
playing mutually best responses and πk = 0 for all k ∈ K.24,25 We restrict our attention to equilibria
in pure strategies, meaning that in equilibrium, each retailer k ∈ K commits to one product line Mk.
To ease the exposition we concentrate on interior results. We guarantee interiority by demanding
that a product that has efficient quality qj = qc (see Eq. (3)) and is offered at a price equal to cost,
pj = c(qc), is within the bounds of minimum quality qmin and maximum price pmax.26 To resolve
possible ties, we make two assumptions. First, whenever indifferent, a consumer picks each surplus-
maximizing option with positive probability. Second, there exists a smallest monetary unit δ > 0,
which we take to be positive but infinitesimally small.27 This is equivalent to assuming that a firm,
when best-responding, can break ties in favor of the strictly more profitable product. We will exploit
this equivalence when solving the model.

Finally, in order to simplify statements regarding the uniqueness of product lines in competitive
equilibrium, we make the following assumption:

Assumption 1 (Minimal product lines). If a firm makes positive sales it offers the minimal number
of products required to maximize profits. If a firm makes no sales it offers no products.

Assumption 1 ensures that those firms which in equilibrium supply consumers only add products
to their product line if this has a strictly positive effect on their profits. The condition does not
affect any of our predictions regarding whether and when context-sensitivity is relevant for market
outcomes, nor the characteristics of the products supplied to each type of consumer.28

3 Setting the Stage: Consumer Choice

To set the stage for characterizing equilibrium product lines we first outline how each type of consumer
moves in the market. For now, fix the product line Mk for each retailer k ∈ K.

We begin with consumer choice inside the store. Consider a retailer with a non-empty product
line, |Jk| ≥ 1. When making her final purchasing decision, the rational consumer maximizes Eq. (1),

24With |K| ≥ 4 firms in the market, all Nash equilibria (in pure strategies) of the game are competitive Nash
equilibria (πk = 0 for all k ∈ K). If consumers are all rational (Lemma 1), all sophisticated (Proposition 1) or all
näıve (Propositions 2 and 3), this statement holds true already with at least two firms, |K| ≥ 2. The reason for this is
that once we fix the type of consumer (rational, sophisticated, or näıve) our setup generates ‘Bertrand-like’ competition
incentives which drive down prices to cost.

25In Online Appendix B, we also characterize the product line of a single, monopolistic firm.
26Specifically, we assume that qmin < qP and pmax > c(qQ). By the convexity of c(q) it then also holds true that

qmin < q∗, qmin < qQ, and pmax > c(q∗), pmax > c(qP ), respectively.
27Formally, let δ = 1

10z where z ∈ Z is an integer. Firms then choose qualities and prices from a discretized set of
real numbers Rz = {r ∈ R|(r · 10z) ∈ Z}. In the limit z →∞ (i.e., δ → 0+) this set is equal to R.

28Assumption 1 is similar to the “non-redundancy” condition imposed by Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010) in a related
market framework. An alternative assumption leading to equivalent results (which we have used in earlier versions of
this manuscript) is that there exists an infinitesimally small setup cost ε→ 0+ for each product added to the product
line.
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uj = qj − pj . The context-sensitive consumer, irrespective of whether she is näıve or sophisticated,
maximizes Eq. (2),

ûk
j =


βqj − pj if θk

j = Q

qj − βpj if θk
j = P

qj − pj if θk
j = N.

To ease exposition in the main text, we here make the assumption that for both, the rational and
the context-sensitive consumer, there exist—at a given retailer k ∈ K—unique products j ∈ Jk that
they prefer to purchase. The assumption is without loss of generality (henceforth w.l.o.g.): It will
always hold in equilibrium, and proofs do not rely on it.

Assumption 2 (Unique value-maximizing option at store (w.l.o.g.)). If a retailer has a non-empty
product line, |Jk| ≥ 1, then

(a) the product line contains a unique product j∗k ∈ Jk that the rational (i.e., context-insensitive)
consumer prefers to purchase, that is,

arg max
j∈{j∈Jk|qj≥qmin,pj≤pmax}

uj = j∗k .

(b) the product line contains a unique product ĵk ∈ Jk that the context-sensitive consumer prefers to
purchase, that is,

arg max
j∈{j∈Jk|qj≥qmin,pj≤pmax}

ûk
j = ĵk.

It follows that conditional on entering the store of retailer k, the rational consumer purchases
product j∗k , while the context-sensitive consumer purchases product ĵk. Notice that the two products
might be the same, that is, it might hold that j∗k = ĵk. A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for
rational and context-sensitive consumers to purchase the same product is a ‘neutral’ context at store
k, i.e., that θk

j = N for all j ∈ Jk. A related (sufficient, not necessary) condition is that the product
line is a singleton.

When consumers decide which store to enter, they value products according to Eq. (1), uj = qj−pj .
The rational consumer, whose preferences are not sensitive to product-line effects, simply selects that
store which offers the product with the highest value (maxj∈J uj) on the market. Because the prefer-
ences of the rational consumer are consistent, once at the store, she makes her purchase as planned.
Under the assumption that there exists a unique uj-maximal product at retailer k (Assumption 2),
the store choice of the rational consumer can be characterized by k∗ ∈ K∗, where

K∗ := arg max
k∈K,|Jk|≥1

uj∗
k
.

The näıve context-sensitive consumer behaves identically to the rational consumer when choosing a
store: Because she (falsely) believes that her preferences are immutable (β̃ = 1), she also selects a
retailer k∗ ∈ K∗. Once inside the store, however, where her choice is guided by the context-dependent
value-function ûk

j , it may happen that she unexpectedly prefers to buy a different product than planned
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(ĵk instead of j∗k). The sophisticated context-sensitive consumer, on the other hand, correctly foresees
that change. Having perfect knowledge about product-line effects (β̃ = β), she values retailers not by
the product she would like to buy (j∗k), but by the product her context-sensitive future self is indeed
going to buy (ĵk). This restriction in mind, she selects a retailer at which the expected purchase ĵk

generates the highest ex-ante product value uĵk
= qĵk

− pĵk
. Under Assumption 2 this choice can be

characterized as k̂ ∈ K̂, where
K̂ := arg max

k∈K,|Jk|≥1
uĵk

.

It then follows that näıve and rational consumers enter the store of one of the retailers k∗ ∈ K∗

(or select the outside option), while sophisticated consumers enter the store of one of the retailers
k̂ ∈ K̂ (or select the outside option). For ease of exposition let us assume here that the outside option
is non-binding. Again, this assumption is w.l.o.g.: It will always hold in equilibrium, and our proofs
do not rely on it.

Assumption 3 (Non-binding outside option (w.l.o.g.)). There exists some retailer k ∈ K, |Jk| ≥ 1,
who offers a product j∗k (ĵk) for which it holds that uj∗

k
> u0 = 0 (uĵk

> u0 = 0).

The following statements then summarize the movement of consumers:

• Rational (β = 1): Pick a retailer k∗ ∈ K∗. At the store, pick product j∗k ∈ Jk.

• Näıve (β > 1, β̃ = 1): Pick a retailer k∗ ∈ K∗. At the store, pick product ĵk ∈ Jk.

• Sophisticated (β > 1, β̃ = β): Pick a retailer k̂ ∈ K̂. At the store, pick product ĵk ∈ Jk.

4 Equilibrium Product Lines

We are now going to derive the product lines that retailers offer in equilibrium. We begin with a
benchmark.

4.1 Rational Benchmark

If there exist only rational consumers (β = 1), our model collapses to a market setting with standard
Bertrand incentives. Notice that without the possibility to influence consumer preferences using the
product line, it is optimal for retailers facing a homogeneous consumer mass to offer a single product.
The quality of this product is determined by the cost function c(qj) as well as by Eq. (1): Given that
consumers value products consistently at uj = qj − pj , the cost-efficient quality to sell is implicitly
defined by c′(qj) = 1⇔ qj = q∗. With quality fixed, competition is on price: A retailer can attract all
consumers by offering q∗ at a price that weakly undercuts its rivals’ offers. This undercutting dynamic
only comes to a halt once the market price for the product hits the cost of supplying quality q∗. The
following result is immediate:

Lemma 1 (Rational benchmark). Consider a rational consumer population (β = 1). In equilibrium,
all firms (which make positive sales) offer a single product of quality q∗ priced at cost, c(q∗).
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4.2 Equilibrium with Sophisticated Populations

Consider, next, a population of sophisticated context-sensitive consumers (β > 1, β̃ = β). When
inside a store, these consumers’ product valuations can be influenced by how a retailer designs its
product line. Being perfectly aware of their context-sensitivity when selecting a store, however, the
possibility to influence in-store preferences carries no strategic value for the retailer: A sophisticated
consumer enters the store of a given retailer if and only if the product she will ultimately purchase at
the store yields at least as much undistorted value (according to Eq. (1)) as any alternative product
she would be purchasing elsewhere. In effect, retailers face the same strategic situation as in the case
of a rational consumer population: Conditional on making positive sales, the unique profit-maximizing
strategy is to offer a single product of quality qj = q∗ at a price that weakly undercuts all rival offers.
It follows:

Proposition 1 (Sophisticated populations). Consider a population of sophisticated context-sensitive
consumers (β > 1, β̃ = β). Equilibrium market supply is identical to the rational benchmark
(Lemma 1).

4.3 Exploiting Näıve Context-Sensitivity: ‘Bait-and-Choose’

The possibility to design store context carries strategic value once there exist consumers who are
näıve regarding their sensitivity to product-line effects. It is easy to see why: If a retailer can induce
a preference change at the store that the consumer did not expect, the firm can monopolize on
this “preference shock” by offering the consumer the option to switch to another product—with
the mark-up on the switch not being subject to the competitive pressures of the outside market.
A profit-maximizing firm anticipating this possibility will design its product line such as to make
context-induced up- and down-sells of näıfs a central element of its marketing strategy. To ease the
formal characterization of such strategies, we introduce the following notation:29

Definition 2 (Attraction Product). We call the product that the näıve context-sensitive consumer
expects to purchase at the store of retailer k the attraction product of retailer k, abbreviated ak ∈ Jk.
By Assumption 2,

ak = j∗k := arg max
j∈{j∈Jk|qj≥qmin,pj≤pmax}

uj .

Definition 3 (Target Product). We call the product that the näıve context-sensitive consumer ul-
timately purchases at the store of retailer k the target product of retailer k, abbreviated tk ∈ Jk.
By Assumption 2,

tk = ĵk := arg max
j∈{j∈Jk|qj≥qmin,pj≤pmax}

ûk
j .

Definition 4 (Bait-and-Choose). A firm which exploits näıve context-sensitivity does so by attracting
the näıve consumer with a product that it does not aim to sell. If the attraction product is not the

29To ease on notation, we drop sub- and superscripts k when it is clear that we are referring to a specific firm’s
products and functions.
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target, ak 6= tk, we say that firm k designs a bait-and-choose.30

Remark 1. If firm k designs a bait-and-choose, then the following constraints are satisfied:

(Context Constraint) Context at store k alters preferences over products ak and tk: (θk
a , θ

k
t ) 6= (N,N),

(Bait Constraint) Outside the store, product ak is strictly preferred over product tk: ua > ut,

(Choose Constraint) Inside the store, product tk is strictly preferred over product ak: ûk
a < ûk

t .

4.4 Profitable Context Effects

Bait-and-choose strategies rely on generating a store context that induces a preference change from
attraction product ak to the target tk. Intuition suggests that a näıve consumer can be induced to
switch if and only if (θk

a , θ
k
t ) leads to an increase in the valuation of the target relative to the attraction

product. This intuition can be formalized by analyzing (ûk
t − ûk

a)−(ut−ua), which measures the effect
of store context on the difference in surplus between the target and the attraction product. If context
induces a switch, then this expression is positive as, by Remark 1, it is then true that ûk

t − ûk
a > 0

(choose constraint) and ut−ua < 0 (bait constraint). Conversely, if (ûk
t − ûk

a)−(ut−ua) ≤ 0, then this
implies that at least one of the constraints must be violated, making a switch to the target impossible
to realize. Whether a switch can be realized thus depends crucially on how context alters preferences
over products ak and tk: Contexts that make the attraction product look better at the store and, at
the same time, make the target look worse are impossible to exploit. Such contexts that cannot be
exploited are contexts that draw attention only to the positive aspect of product ak (its quality), only
to the negative aspect of product tk (its price), or both. In such cases we find that

(ûk
t − ûk

a)− (ut − ua) = (β − 1) ·


(−qa) if (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (Q,N),

(−pt) if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (N,P ),

(−qa − pt) if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (Q,P ),

(4)

is negative. Contexts that have a symmetric effect on products ak and tk, by drawing attention to
both products’ qualities, (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (Q,Q), or to both products’ prices, (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P, P ), as well as

contexts which asymmetrically make the target look better and the attraction product look worse,

30We have chosen the term “bait-and-choose” for the resemblance of the outcome to a so-called “bait-and-switch”.
Notice however that technically, the concepts differ. Classic bait-and-switch strategies legally defined rely on retailers
not having the original bait product available, forcing the consumer to either switch to a more profitable alternative or
to leave empty-handed. Relatedly, in Herweg and Rosato (2020), consumers unwilling to let themselves be talked into
an up-sell are walked out of the shop (“bait-and-ditch”). In contrast, Rosato (2016) defines a bait-and-switch strategy
as the truthful (!) announcement of limited supply of a “bargain” and guaranteed supply of a “rip-off”, with the effect
that loss-averse consumers with rational expectations plan to buy for sure, hoping to get the bargain but often ending up
with the rip-off. Other than a bait-and-switch in any of these definitions, a retailer designing a bait-and-choose on the
other hand never removes the bait product (product ak) from the choice set of the consumer. Instead, the firm induces
the switch by providing a context that makes the consumer voluntarily “change her mind”. For a standard-economic
analysis of the complementary concept of bait-and-switch see, for instance, Gerstner and Hess (1990), Lazear (1995),
and Wilkie, Mela and Gundlach (1998). We thank one of the reviewers for pointing out these references.
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i.e., (θk
a , θ

k
t ) ∈ {(P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}, can lead to a positive switching value. Here we find that

(ûk
t − ûk

a)− (ut − ua) = (β − 1) ·



(qt − qa) if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (Q,Q),

(pa − pt) if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (P, P ),

(qt + pa) if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (P,Q),

qt if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (N,Q),

pa if (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (P,N).

(5)

can be strictly positive. Analyzing Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), the following observation is immediate:

Lemma 2 (Feasible context effects). Assume that firm k designs a bait-and-choose. Then it must be
true that at the store of firm k either

(a) qualities qt and qa draw attention, (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (Q,Q), and qa < qt, or

(b) prices pt and pa draw attention, (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (P, P ), and pa > pt, or

(c) context asymmetrically increases the valuation of the target, (θk
a , θ

k
t ) ∈ {(P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}.

Recall that for a näıve consumer who gets ‘baited’, the change in how she values the target relative
to the attraction product comes as a surprise: She enters the store of retailer k in the expectation of
buying product ak, but then shells out to buy product tk instead. From the perspective of the firm,
the consumer behaves as if she valued product tk at virtual surplus

νk
t = qt − pt + (ûk

t − ûk
a)− (ut − ua). (6)

Hence, context effects which can generate a positive switching value (ûk
t − ûk

a)− (ut − ua), Eq. (5),
entail the possibility to sell the target at a price above the competitive benchmark. We confirm this
intuition in the following Lemma.

Lemma 3 (Profitable context effects). Fix a target tk with quality qt > qmin. Let p′t < pmax be
the highest price the firm can sell target tk for when not designing a bait-and-choose. The firm can
sell target tk at a strictly higher price pt > p′t by designing a bait-and-choose and attracting the näıve
consumer with another product ak 6= tk if and only if (θk

a , θ
k
t ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}.

4.5 Equilibrium with Näıve Populations

Consider a population that contains only näıve context-sensitive consumers (β > 1, β̃ = 1). Much of
what we derive here will carry over to the equilibrium characterization for the case that the consumer
population is mixed, i.e., contains näıve and rational or näıve and sophisticated consumers.

Step 1: Reduced-Form Solution. We characterize the equilibrium in two steps. In a first step,
we assume that retailers have a non-specified technology at hand that allows them to choose the
context of their store, that is, θk

j ∈ {Q,P,N} for all j ∈ Jk, directly. In a second step, we then show
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that if context is a function of the product line (following Salience, Focusing, or Relative Thinking),
firms use ‘decoy’ products to construct the exact same manipulations (θk

a , θ
k
t ) and bait-and-choose

environments ((qa, pa), (qt, pt)) as if they were choosing θk
j directly.

Assumption 4 (Firms choose context directly). Firms have a non-specified technology at hand that
allows them to choose θk

j ∈ {Q,P,N} directly. This technology can take two different forms:

(a) Attention is symmetric (∼ Focusing/Relative Thinking): For any two products j, j′ ∈ Jk, θk
j = θk

j′ .

(b) Attention may be asymmetric (∼ Salience): Firms can choose θk
j for each product j ∈ Jk inde-

pendently.

Proposition 2 (Näıve populations 1: Firms choose context directly). Consider a population of näıve
context-sensitive consumers (β > 1, β̃ = 1). Assume that firms choose context directly (Assumption 4
holds). In equilibrium, all firms (which make positive sales) choose a distortionary context, inducing a
bait-and-choose. Product lines consist of two products: (1) A unique attraction product ak offered (but
unsold) at price pa < c(qa), and (2) a unique target product tk offered (and sold) at price pt = c(qt).
Context at store k shifts consumer preferences from product ak to product tk.

The general characteristics of the näıve population equilibrium with direct choice of context
follow almost immediately from Lemma 3: Given that there exist both symmetric and asymmet-
ric manipulations of attention which allow firms to always strictly profit from a bait-and-choose,
any best-responding firm must find it profitable to manipulate consumer preferences by choosing
(θk

a , θ
k
t ) 6= (N,N). While these manipulations allow firms to sell products at a higher than competi-

tive price, they do not, however, lessen the competitive pressures in the market: As long as some firm
makes strictly positive profits, others have the incentive to make their attraction product a better
offer by lowering its price or increasing its quality in order to win the entire mass of näıfs. Any such
improvement on the attraction product puts pressure on the price of the target, making its sale less
profitable. This dynamic only comes to a halt once there exist at least two firms which offer the target
at a price equal to its cost. In equilibrium, we have pt = c(qt). Notice that even at this price, the
target continues to be sold with a context-induced markup. This is reflected in the attraction product
being offered at a price below cost: In equilibrium, the product with which firms compete for näıfs is
a ‘loss leader’, pa < c(qa).

Using virtual surplus νk
t , Eq. (6), we can deduce what is the equilibrium choice of context (θk

a , θ
k
t ),

attraction product (qa, pa) and target (qt, pt). Consider, first, the case of firms being restricted to
symmetric manipulations (Assumption 4a). Retailers will then choose to manipulate attention either
in the direction of qualities, (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (Q,Q), or in the direction of prices, (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P, P ). If

(θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (Q,Q), the consumer has an overall higher willingness to pay for quality at the store. This

makes it cost-efficient to sell a target of quality qt = qQ := arg maxq[βq − c(q)] > q∗. At the same
time, it is best to attract with a product of minimum quality, qa = qmin < q∗. This choice of qa will
generate the strongest “preference shock” (β − 1)(qt − qa) at the store, making the consumer willing
to pay a high markup on the switch.

If, conversely, the firm chooses (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (P, P ), then this implies an overall higher sensitivity to

prices at the store. In such an environment it is cost-efficient to sell a target of quality qt = qP :=
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arg maxq[q − βc(q)] < q∗. Because the “preference shock” at the store is now driven by the difference
in prices, (β − 1)(pa − pt), it is profit-maximizing to have the consumer believe that she is going to
buy a product with a very high price. The optimal attraction product therefore has pa = pmax. In
equilibrium, the optimal bait-and-choose design for choices (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (Q,Q) and (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P, P )

leads to virtual surplus

νQQ
t :=

[
qQ − c(qQ)

]
+ (β − 1)

(
qQ − qmin

)
,

and νPP
t :=

[
qP − c(qP )

]
+ (β − 1)

[
pmax − c(qP )

]
,

respectively. As virtual surplus is a direct representation of the profitability of a given manipulation
(θk

a , θ
k
t ), it follows:

Proposition 2a (Symmetric manipulations). Assume that Assumption 4a holds. If νQQ
t ≥ νPP

t ,
retailers choose context (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (Q,Q), attract with a low-priced product of minimum quality qa =

qmin, and up-sell to a higher-priced product of quality qt = qQ > qa. If νQQ
t ≤ νPP

t , retailers choose
context (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P, P ), attract with a high-quality product of maximum price pa = pmax, and down-

sell to a lower-priced product of quality qt = qP < qa.

Consider, next, the case of firms being able to freely choose θk
a and θk

t , making asymmetric manip-
ulations of attention possible (Assumption 4b). From Eq. (5) it is immediate that retailers will then
choose (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P,Q), as this manipulation yields the strongest and thus most profitable preference

change, i.e., (β − 1)(qt + pa), at the store. With attention on product tk being drawn to quality,
θk

t = Q, the cost-efficient quality to sell is qt = qQ > q∗. With attention on product ak being drawn to
price, it is profit-maximizing to choose pa = pmax in order to maximize the attention-induced “price
shock” (β − 1) · pa at the store. It follows:

Proposition 2b (Asymmetric manipulations). Assume that Assumption 4b holds. Then retailers
choose (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P,Q), attract with a high-quality product of maximum price pa = pmax, and down-

sell to a lower-priced product of quality qt = qQ < qa.

Step 2: Solution with Salience, Focusing, Relative Thinking. We are now going to define
the equilibrium for the case that context is a function of the product line. A key ingredient of Salience,
Focusing, and Relative Thinking is a high sensitivity of consumer preferences to the addition of further
products j ∈ Jk, j /∈ {ak, tk}, to the product line. We show below that this sensitivity allows retailers
to construct bait-and-choose designs as if they were able to choose (θk

a , θ
k
t ) directly. In particular, the

addition of a single, unattractive product dk (a ‘decoy’) to the product line is already sufficient (but
also necessary) to make the näıve consumer prefer product ak before entering the store and product
tk inside the store.

Proposition 3 (Näıve populations 2: Salience, Focusing, and Relative Thinking). Consider a popula-
tion of näıve context-sensitive consumers (β > 1, β̃ = 1). Let θk

j follow Salience, Focusing, or Relative
Thinking. In equilibrium, all firms (which make positive sales) design a distortionary context, induc-
ing a bait-and-choose. Product lines consist of three products: (1) A unique attraction product ak
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offered (but unsold) at price pa < c(qa), (2) a unique target tk offered (and sold) at price pt = c(qt),
and (3) a ‘decoy’ product dk used to manipulate attention (θk

a , θ
k
t ).

(a) With Focusing or Relative Thinking, firms choose (θk
a , θ

k
t ), ak, and tk according to Proposition 2a.

(b) With Salience, firms choose (θk
a , θ

k
t ), ak, and tk according to Proposition 2b.

The first thing to note from Proposition 3 is that Salience, Focusing and Relative Thinking make
very similar predictions regarding consumer and firm behavior in equilibrium. In particular, all three
specifications predict that firms utilize decoy effects to up- or down-sell the näıve consumer. This is
remarkable because the theories show rather strong differences in how attention can be directed using
the product line. With regard to the products that consumers buy and expect to buy in equilibrium,
the only difference that matters is the fact that Salience allows for asymmetric manipulations of
attention while Focusing and Relative Thinking do not. Because a context with (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P,Q)

is more profitable than a context with (θk
a , θ

k
t ) = (Q,Q) or (θk

a , θ
k
t ) = (P, P ), Salience predicts a

slightly different form of manipulation in equilibrium than the other two theories. Finer differences
between the three specifications become apparent when we study their predictions of how decoys will
be positioned in the price-quality space. We illustrate using Figures 2 and 3.

We begin with analyzing decoy positions when attention follows the Focusing or Relative Thinking
specification, see Figure 2. Recall that both theories imply that any manipulation of attention must be
symmetric, that is, for any two products j, j′ at store k, θk

j = θk
j′ . There are two cases: If νQQ ≥ νPP,

firms construct manipulation (θa, θt) = (Q,Q) in order to up-sell, qt > qa and pt > pa. This case is
depicted in the left panel of figure 2. If νQQ ≤ νPP, firms construct manipulation (θa, θt) = (P, P ) in
order to down-sell, qt < qa and pt < pa. This case is depicted in the right panel.

To design the equilibrium context and induce a bait-and-choose, it is in both cases necessary and
sufficient to add one decoy to the product line: If the firm would not add the decoy, the spread of
attributes ∆k

q and ∆k
p resulting from |qa − qt| and |pa − pt| would never suffice to make the consumer

prefer product tk at the store (choose constraint) if, before entering the store, she preferred product
ak (bait constraint).31 For the decoy to induce this preference change, it needs to expand one of the
attribute spreads sufficiently without itself becoming an attractive option for the consumer. Positions
for the decoy where this condition is satisfied are depicted as gray-shaded areas in Figure 2. In the case
of Focusing, the decoy needs to expand the spread of that attribute to which the firm wants to draw
the consumer’s attention. For (θa, θt) = (Q,Q), a low-quality product with an average price tag is the
right choice. For (θa, θt) = (P, P ), in turn, the firm should choose a high price and a mediocre quality
for the decoy. Relative Thinking demands exactly the opposite: Here, a high-price, mediocre-quality
decoy is the right choice for (θa, θt) = (Q,Q), while a low-quality, average-price product should be
chosen for (θa, θt) = (P, P ).32

Now consider Salience, Figure 3. Here, our model predicts that retailers use asymmetric manipula-
tion (θa, θt) = (P,Q). With only two products (tk and ak) spanning the choice set, however, attention

31This is not an artifact of our setup. It is a general characteristic of the Focusing and Relative Thinking theories
that consumer choice cannot be manipulated (to be different from the rational case) if the choice set is made up of only
two products, see the discussion in Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013) and Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein (2019).

32The fact that Focusing and Relative Thinking contradict each other regarding the position of decoys suggests that
it might be possible to reveal the ‘valid’ model for real-world situations using the location of decoys in real-world product
lines. For a related discussion see Bushong, Rabin and Schwartzstein (2019).
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Quality q

Price p
Up-Selling Equilibrium, (θa ,θt)=(Q,Q)

qd<qt , pd =pt

 Assumption F
Δq - Δp > 0

qd =qt , pd >pt

Assumption RT
Δp/Δq > β

Attraction Product

 Target

Rel. Thinking

Focusing

∆q⋅𝛽 < ∆p

∆q > ∆p

Price p

Quality q

 Assumption F
Δp - Δq > 0

 Target

Assumption RT
Δq/Δp > β

Attraction Product

qd<qt , pd= pt

qd =qt , p d >p t

Down-Selling Equilibrium, (θa ,θt)=(P,P)

Focusing
∆q < ∆p

Rel. Thinking
∆q > ∆p ⋅𝛽

Figure 2: Choice of decoy (= within shaded areas) when attention follows Focusing or Relative Thinking.

Quality q

Price p

Attraction Product
(Price-Inflated)

Target
(Quality-Inflated)

Reference Product
qR < qt, pR = pt

qR /pR > qa /pa

Construction of (θa ,θt)=(P,Q) if qt /pt > qa /pa

Decoy

Average Quality/Price 
q⁻ k < qt, p⁻ k = pt
q⁻ k/p⁻k > qa /pa

Quality q

Price p

Attraction Product
(Price-Inflated)

Target
(Quality-Inflated)

Reference Product
qR = qa, pR > pa

qR /pR < qt /pt

Construction of (θa ,θt)=(P,Q) if qt /pt < qa /pa

Decoy

Target

Average Quality/Price 
q⁻ k = qa, p⁻ k > pa
q⁻ k/p⁻k < qt /pt

Figure 3: Choice of decoy (figure shows one possibility) when attention follows Salience.

would be inevitably symmetric under Salience, making the use of decoys necessary.33 Figure 3 illus-
trates how firms can construct manipulation (θa, θt) = (P,Q) by adding one decoy to the product line.
The construction presented in the Figure utilizes the decoy to shift average quality q̄k and price p̄k at
store k in such a way that point (q̄k, p̄k) will either be dominated in quality by the target (q̄k < qt,
p̄k = pt; left panel) or in price by the attraction product (q̄k = qa, p̄k > pa; right panel). It is by two
central implications of Salience that this construction leads to (θa, θt) = (P,Q): (a) If one attribute

33This is discussed at some length in Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2013) and Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer
(2016). See also the proof of Proposition 3 in Online Appendix A.
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of product j ∈ Jk is average while the other is not then the latter draws attention. (b) If product
j ∈ Jk neither dominates nor is dominated by the reference point, then the ‘advantageous’ attribute
of product j—higher quality or lower price relative to the average—draws attention if and only if
the product has better-than-average quality-to-price ratio. Notice that because the decoy itself has a
very low quality or a very high price in comparison to products ak and tk, it is unattractive for the
consumer and thus does not interfere with the bait-and-choose.

4.6 Equilibrium with Mixed Populations

How do firms design their product lines if the consumer population contains näıve context-sensitive
consumers as well as sophisticated or rational consumers? We show below that bait-and-choose
environments of the form we have derived in Propositions 2 and 3 will be prevalent also in mixed
populations.

Proposition 4 (Co-existence of sophisticated and näıve consumers). Consider a population of context-
sensitive consumers (β > 1) that contains sophisticated agents (β̃ = β) as well as näıve agents (β̃ = 1).
The equilibrium features market segmentation: There exist two types of firms with one type targeting
only sophisticated consumers and the other type targeting only näıfs. The first type offers a single
product identical in design to the product supplied to a rational population (see Lemma 1). The latter
type designs a bait-and-choose identical in design to the product line supplied to a näıve population
(see Propositions 2 and 3).

Proposition 5 (Co-existence of rational and näıve consumers). Consider a consumer population that
contains rational consumers (β = 1) as well as näıve context-sensitive consumers (β > 1, β̃ = 1).
Assume that pmax → ∞ (to guarantee an interior solution). In equilibrium, all firms (which make
positive sales) design a distortionary context, inducing a bait-and-choose. Product lines contain a
unique attraction product priced below cost, and a unique target priced above cost. Rational consumers
purchase the attraction product. Näıve consumers purchase the target.

Sophisticated context-sensitive consumers have preferences identical to näıfs but differ in their
expectations regarding product choice at a retailer who designs a bait-and-choose: While the latter
expect to buy the attraction product, the former (correctly) expect to buy the target. Foreseeing
that her preferences at the store will change, a sophisticated consumer would rather enter a store
where she can commit to buying a product that is aligned with her outside preferences. The market
reacts by providing such stores additional to the bait-and-choose stores designed for näıfs. Because
sophisticated and näıve consumers can be perfectly separated at entry, in the competitive equilibrium
market supply for each group is unaffected by their co-existence.

Rational consumers have the same expectations as näıfs when considering to enter a bait-and-
choose environment: Both expect to purchase the attraction product. While näıfs will switch to
the target, however, rational consumers—whose preferences are not affected by context—will indeed
purchase the attraction product. Because rational and näıve consumers cannot be separated at entry,
firms have to accommodate both groups at the same store. The profit-maximizing strategy is to
continue using a bait-and-choose design and to substitute for the losses made on rationals by increasing
the price paid by näıfs. While, in equilibrium, näıfs purchase products of the same quality (qt ∈
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{qP , qQ}) as in the absence of rational consumers, these products are now more expensive (pt > c(qt)).
As the share of rational consumers goes to one, rational consumers are supplied with the same product
as in the absence of näıfs ((qa, pa) → (q∗, c(q∗))). Even at this limit, however, bait-and-choose
designs—inducing näıfs to buy a target of quality qt 6= q∗ at a price above cost—continue to be
the profit-maximizing choice of product line for all firms.

5 Concluding Discussion

Many retailers in the real world offer their customers choice sets which bear strong resemblance to
the product lines predicted by our model. Marketing blogs have argued that these choice sets are
used—as we predict—to attract consumers with an option that has low profitability and then induce
an up- or down-sell to a more profitable product. We present just one of many possible examples
in Figure 4. Importantly, we argue that due to the structure of retail markets typically requiring
consumers to enter the store of a seller before being able to buy a product, attempts to up- or down-
sell context-sensitive consumers should also prevail in perfectly competitive markets.34 We now move
on to addressing two assumptions of our argument: one that is crucial and one that may seem crucial
but is not.

Store-Dependent Preferences. The one assumption that is crucial for all our main results is
that preferences can change—as a function of the set of products available at a retailer—after the
consumer has entered the store. In the model presented in this paper, we have operationalized this
assumption by making preferences context-sensitive only at the final point of sale. We have argued in
the Introduction that this modeling choice is realistic and has support in the theoretical and empirical
literature. What is more, our model in this form allows for a straightforward incorporation of the three
prominent attention-based models of context-sensitivity (Focusing, Salience, and Relative Thinking),
while also having strong explanatory power with respect to how retailers in the real world design their
product lines. In Online Appendix C, we provide a variant of our model where we operationalize
the assumption of store-dependent preferences in a different way. There, consumers are context-
sensitive outside the store as well. Näıve preference changes result from consumers considering only
the advertised product of a retailer (and not the entire product line) when choosing a store. While
the analysis of this alternative setup is more involved and requires at least equally strong assumptions
as our baseline setup, it does not yield additional insights: As we show in the Online Appendix, the
strategies and product lines used by firms to bait-and-choose näıve consumers remain the same.

Note that at no point in our analysis we make an assumption about consumer preferences after
exit of the store. We can for that reason not make statements about whether näıve context-sensitive
consumers acknowledge a loss as a consequence of their switching from the attraction product to the
target or not. Analyzing this undoubtedly interesting question and the broader welfare consequences
of bait-and-choose lies outside of the scope of this paper and is relegated to future research.

34Ellison and Ellison (2009) document such strategies in a competitive online retail market for computer parts.
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a) b) 

Figure 4: Example for an (alleged) up-selling strategy on the internet: a) Advertised product of the Dol-
lar Shave Club (Source: http://www.razorpedia.com/blog/dollar-shave-club-business-update, accessed
2016-09-20), b) Product line as presented at the web store of the Dollar Shave Club (Source: https://
econsultancy.com/blog/66879-10-powerful-examples-of-upselling-online/, accessed 2016-09-20). The
alleged up-sell is from the “Humble Twin” (advertised) to the “4X”, using the “Executive” as a decoy.

Restriction to Enter Only One Store. Our model does not allow consumers to visit multiple
stores. For the qualitative results of our paper, however, the consequences of this assumption are
mild. To see this, note first that—in comparison to standard models of consumer search—a consumer
in our framework has full information regarding her choice set when making the entry decision in
stage 1: Because firms commit to perfectly observable product lines ex-ante, there is no information
to gain from visiting multiple stores. This distances our analysis from extensively studied forms of
bait-and-switch where firms rely on ex-ante uncertainty about product availability to sell consumers
a product that is less attractive than the one they came to buy (see, e.g., Lazear 1995).35

The full-information setup of our framework implies that rational as well as sophisticated context-
sensitive consumers can always identify the best product ex-ante and, thus, never have an ex-post store-
switching incentive. The same cannot be said, in general, about näıve context-sensitive consumers,
who may unexpectedly prefer a different product at the store. As we will now argue, however, the

35In Lazear’s (1995) bait-and-switch equilibrium, some firms falsely advertise a product that is better than the one
they have on offer. Consumers—who can only visit one firm and incur a fixed search cost for doing so—nonetheless
rather buy the worse product than leave empty-handed. As Lazear (1995, p.825) states, “search costs are essential for
bait and switch.” While he claims that his assumption of consumers being “locked in” after they enter a store does
not drive his result of bait-and-switch as an equilibrium phenomenon, this must be interpreted as the claim that the
locked-in assumption is not sufficient for bait-and-switch to occur. Clearly, for low enough search costs, lock-in is a
necessary assumption.
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exploitation of näıve context-sensitivity that we describe in this paper does not rely on the locked-in
assumption: Under mild assumptions, the bait-and-choose equilibria we have defined are robust to
allowing consumers to switch stores.

Consider, first, the case in which all consumers are context-sensitive, with a positive share being
näıve (Propositions 2, 3, and 4). In equilibrium, näıve consumers expect to buy a product that is priced
below cost (the bait), but—once at the store—unexpectedly shell out to buy a different product that
is priced at cost (the target). Would the näıve consumer rather switch to another store? Assuming
that context-sensitivity reflects a general ‘state of mind’ that affects preferences over identical options
at other stores in the same way as it affects preferences over the options available at store k, the
answer is no: Because the equilibrium product lines at other stores do not provide higher value, a
näıve consumer then indeed prefers the up/down-sell over a switch of stores.36 To show that the
equilibrium exists, it remains to be shown that firms do not want to deviate. This is guaranteed by
the fact that the most profitable product (the target) is already sold at cost to the näıve consumers.
It follows that even if the costs of switching stores were assumed to be zero, our bait-and-choose
equilibria would survive.

Now consider the case in which näıve consumers co-exist with rational (i.e. context-insensitive)
consumers (Proposition 5). If consumers are allowed to switch stores, firms will engage in bait-and-
choose exploitation if and only if switching costs are positive. To see why this case requires positive
costs of switching, recall that the existence of rational consumers (who can avoid being up/down-sold
at the store) leads to a cross-subsidy from the näıfs to the rational consumers and, thus, a price on
the target that is above cost. Because näıve consumers are strictly profitable, other firms may want
to engage in cream-skimming by offering this more profitable group of consumers a weakly better
deal, effectively drawing them away from the first store they have entered.37 If switching costs were
zero, this dynamic would lead to the exploitation of näıfs via bait-and-choose becoming an unprofitable
strategy. For any positive cost of switching, however, the equilibrium we have defined in Proposition 5
survives in qualitative form.
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Online Appendix

Appendix A: Proofs

We use the following method throughout all proofs to find market supply in the competitive equi-
librium: First, we derive the interior best response of some firm k to a fixed competitor offer
M−k := (Ml)l 6=k conditional on attracting a positive share of consumers.1 In general, this best
response will be unique and continuous in M−k. Due to this characteristic, in a second step, we can
find the competitive market supply by searching for the competitor offer M−k that equates the profits
of this response to zero.

Recall that in order to resolve possible ties, we assume that there exists an infinitesimally small
monetary unit δ, δ → 0+. When writing the proofs, we will be exploiting the fact that this assumption
is equivalent to assuming that a firm, when best-responding, can break ties in favor of the strictly
more profitable product.

Proof. Proof of Lemma 1 (Rational benchmark) Consider a rational consumer population: For all
consumers, β = 1. It follows that both inside and outside stores, all consumers value products
according to an unweighted, context-insensitive surplus function uj = qj−pj (Eq (1)). Consider some
firm k and fix the competitor offer M−k. Let u ≥ 0 be the maximum unweighted surplus attainable
conditional on not shopping at firm k. Let pmax →∞ and consider the best response conditional on
attracting a positive share of consumers. Consumers enter the store of firm k if and only if firm k offers
a product j that satisfies uj ≥ u. Fix some quality qj ≥ qmin. The highest price at which the firm can
sell qj whilst attracting all consumers is pj = qj −u. At this price, the firm offers just enough surplus
to let consumers marginally improve over the highest surplus available elsewhere, thereby winning all
consumers. For given quality qj , no other price can achieve higher profits: A higher price implies the
loss of all consumers, a lower price cannot attract more. This price implies profit πk = qj−u−c(qj) and
thus, the profit-maximizing quality to sell is q∗ := arg max[q−c(q)], or c′(q∗) = 1. Note that q∗ > qmin
by assumption, making this interior solution valid. Because there exists a unique quality-price tuple
that the firm should sell to all consumers in order to maximize profits, offering additional products
may only decrease but never increase profits. It follows from Assumption 1 (minimal product lines)
that the unique best response is the product line Mk = ((q∗, q∗ − u)). Note that the best response so
defined is unique and continuous in u. Market supply in the competitive equilibrium can thus be found
by searching for u where this response yields zero profits. This unique point exists at u = q∗ − c(q∗),
implying a price equal to cost, pj = c(q∗), and the product line M∗ = ((q∗, c(q∗)). This solution is
valid by our model assumption that pmax > c(q∗), and so we can drop the assumption that pmax →∞.

Given that some firm offers M∗ = ((q∗, c(q∗)), other firms face u = q∗−c(q∗). Under Assumption 1,
there are two best responses: (1) Sell M∗ = ((q∗, c(q∗)) as well, which yields zero profits, or (2) offer
nothing, Mk = ∅, which also yields zero profits. In any equilibrium, at least 2 firms must offer the
product line M∗: If no firm offered M∗, then any firm would face an outside option u = 0 < q∗−c(q∗)
and there would exist a deviation incentive to monopoly profits. If only one firm offered M∗, then,
similarly, this firm could earn monopoly profits by deviating. We thus have a range of competitive

1To guarantee interiority when deriving the best response, we assume that pmax is sufficiently large so as not to be
binding for the price of products that consumers buy with positive probability. In some of the proofs, it is sufficient to
assume that pmax →∞. In general, however, we need pmax to be finite in order to bound the set of “acceptable” prices.
When a firm only caters to näıves (see, for example, the proof of Proposition 2), the profit of the firm is sometimes
strictly monotonically increasing in the price of products that näıve consumers expect to buy when entering the store,
but ultimately never choose. In order for a best response to exist in these cases, the set of prices the consumer is willing
to pay needs to be bounded.
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equilibria that all result in the same market supply: At least 2 firms share the market and offer M∗,
while all other firms choose Mk = ∅.

Proof. Proof of Proposition 1 (Sophisticated populations). Consider a sophisticated consumer popu-
lation: For all consumers, β̃ = β > 1. Inside stores, consumers value products according to context-
sensitive value function ûkj (Eq. (2)). Outside stores, where consumers value products according to
uj = qj − pj (Eq. (1)), they have correct expectations about their in-store preferences. A consumer
enters store k if and only if her purchase at store k yields at least as high unweighted surplus as the
outside option and any expected purchase elsewhere. Let u ≥ 0 be the maximum unweighted surplus
attainable outside of firm k. Assume pmax → ∞. Consumers enter the store of firm k if and only
if the purchase they are going to make satisfies uj ≥ u. Fix some quality qj ≥ qmin that the firm
aims to sell. The highest price the firm can set for this quality while attracting a positive mass of
consumers is pj = qj − u⇔ uj = u, as in the rational benchmark. As in the rational benchmark, the
profit-maximizing (cost-efficient) quality to sell is qj = q∗. The minimal product line with which the
firm can achieve maximum profit is Mk = ((q∗, q∗ − u)). This is identical to the unique best response
if consumers are rational (Lemma 1). Market supply in equilibrium is thus identical to the rational
benchmark. Notice that even though consumer preferences inside the store are context-sensitive, due
to equilibrium product lines being singletons, preferences are not distorted in equilibrium.

Proof. Proof of Lemma 2 (Feasible context effects). The result follows immediately from ruling out
all context effects (θka , θkt ) ∈ {Q,P,N}2 for which it is true that (ûkt − ûka)− (ut−ua) ≤ 0, see Eqs. (4)
and (5) in the main text.

Proof. Proof of Lemma 3 (Profitable context effects). Consider some firm k, fixing the competitor
offer M−k. When deciding where to shop, the näıve consumer enters that store which offers the
product with the highest unweighted surplus in the market. Let u ≥ 0 be the highest unweighted
surplus conditional on not shopping at the store of firm k. Fix a target tk with quality qt > qmin.
Assume that the firm does not design a bait-and-choose. Then it is true that if the firm attracts the
näıve consumer, it attracts her with product tk. In particular, given u, the näıve consumer enters the
store of firm k iff (1) ut = qt − pt ≥ u and (2) pt ≤ pmax. It follows that the highest price the firm
can sell target tk for when not designing a bait and choose is pt = min{p′t, pmax} where p′t := qt − u.
Consider any situation for which it is true that p′t < pmax. We are going to prove that the firm can sell
target tk at a strictly higher price pt > p′t by designing a bait-and-choose and attracting the consumer
with another product ak 6= tk if and only if (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}.

The “only if” part of the proof follows immediately from Lemma 2: If (θka , θkt ) ∈
{(N,N), (Q,N), (N,P ), (Q,P )}, then the firm cannot induce a bait-and-choose. To prove the “if”
part, assume that the firm offers two products, ak and tk. Fix any of the feasible manipulations
(θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}. Assume that the firm designs a bait-and-choose.
Then it is true that if the firm attracts the näıve consumer, it attracts her with product ak. In
particular, given u, the näıve consumer enters the store of firm k iff ua = qt − pt ≥ u (participation
constraint), qa ≥ qmin (quality constraint on qa), pa ≤ pmax (price constraint on ak), and ua ≥ ut (bait
constraint). Moreover, conditional on entering the store of firm k, it is true that the näıve consumer
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buys product tk 6= ak iff ûkt ≥ ûka (choose constraint) and pt ≤ pmax (price constraint on tk). The
highest price the firm can sell target tk for is thus found from solving:

max
(qa,pa)∈R2,pt∈R

pt

s.t. ua ≥ ut (Bait Constraint)
ûka ≤ ûkt (Choose Constraint)
ua ≥ u (Participation Constraint)
qa ≥ qmin (Quality Constraint on ak)

pa, pt ≤ pmax (Price Constraints)

Assume that the firm has successfully attracted the näıve consumer to the store with product ak 6= tk.
Then the highest price the firm can charge for product tk is either given by pt = pmax (the price
constraint binds) or by ûka = ûkt (the choose constraint binds). Solving ûka = ûkt for pt results in

pt = qt − ua +



(β − 1)(qt − qa) if (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q),(
1− 1

β

)
(qa − qt) if (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ),

(β − 1)(qt + pa) if (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q),
(β − 1)qt if (θka , θkt ) = (N,Q),
(β − 1)pa if (θka , θkt ) = (P,N),

which is decreasing in ua. To maximize this price, set ua = u (the participation constraint binds).
We then have max pt = min{p′′t , pmax}, where

p′′t := qt − u+



(β − 1)(qt − qa) if (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q),(
1− 1

β

)
(qa − qt) if (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ),

(β − 1)(qt + pa) if (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q),
(β − 1)qt if (θka , θkt ) = (N,Q),
(β − 1)pa if (θka , θkt ) = (P,N).

(1)

Set pt = min{p′′t , pmax}. Notice that for any choice of (qa, pa) which satisfies ua = u and p′′t >
qt − u, it is true that min{p′′t , pmax} > p′t = qt − u. It is also true that for any such choice, ut =
qt−min{p′′t , pmax} < ua (the bait constraint is satisfied and slack) and ûkt ≥ ûka (the choose constraint
is satisfied and weakly binding). To conclude the proof, it remains to be shown that a choice of
(qa, pa) satisfying p′′t > qt − u, ua = u, qa ≥ qmin and pa ≤ pmax exists. If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), pick any
qa ∈ [qmin, qt) and pa s.t. ua = u⇔ pa = qa−u < pmax. If (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), pick any qa ∈ (qt, pmax+u]
and pa s.t. ua = u ⇔ pa = qa − u ≤ pmax. Finally, if (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)}, pick any
pa ∈ [qmin, pmax] and pa s.t. ua = u⇔ pa = qa − u ≤ pmax.

Proof. Proof of Proposition 2 (Näıve populations 1: Firms can choose context directly). Consider a
näıve consumer population: For all consumers, β > 1 and β̃ = 1. Suppose that Assumption 4 holds
(firms can manipulate attention directly). We are going to derive the equilibrium choice of product
line Mk from analyzing the best response of firm k under the condition that the firm attracts a positive
mass of consumers. Fix the competitor offer M−k. Let u ≥ 0 denote the highest unweighted surplus
(including the outside option) conditional on not shopping at firm k.
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Formalizing the problem. Assume, first, that the firm does not design a bait-and-choose. Because
consumers are homogeneous in their valuations of quality and price, it is sufficient to offer a single
product (target) tk. By Assumption 1 (minimal product lines), the product line is a singleton Mk =
((qt, pt)). Conditional on attracting a positive mass of consumers, the profit-maximization problem
of the firm reads

max
(qt,pt)∈R2

pt − c(qt) (BR without bait-and-choose)

s.t. ut ≥ u (Participation Constraint)
qt ≥ qmin (Quality Constraint)
pt ≤ pmax (Price Constraint)

Fix some quality qt ≥ qmin. The firm can can sell product tk to all consumers at a maximal price of
pt = min{p′t, pmax}, where p′t := qt − u (the participation constraint binds).

Assume, next, that the firm designs a bait-and-choose. Because consumers are homogeneous with
regard to their expectations (what they will buy if they enter the store of firm k) as well as with regard
to how they value products (both inside and outside the store), it is optimal (given Assumption 1)
to offer two products—one product ak to attract consumers to the store and one target tk to sell.
Lemma 3 defines the set of manipulations (θka , θkt ) that the firm can choose to implement a bait-
and-choose. Fix some (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q), (N,Q), (P,N)} according to the Lemma.
Conditional on attracting the entire mass of näıve consumers, the firm’s maximization problem then
reads:

max
(qa,pa)∈R2,(qt,pt)∈R2

pt − c(qt) (BR with bait-and-choose)

s.t. ua ≥ ut (Bait Constraint)
ûka ≤ ûkt (Choose Constraint)
ua ≥ u (Participation Constraint)

qa, qt ≥ qmin (Quality Constraints)
pa, pt ≤ pmax (Price Constraints)

Fix some quality qt ≥ qmin. Given a feasible attraction product (qa, pa), the firm can sell product tk
to all consumers at a maximal price of pt = min{p′′t , pmax}, where p′′t is given by Eq. (1) (at this price,
the participation and choose constraints bind, see the proof of Lemma 3).

We assert that, in equilibrium, (qt, pt) is interior, that is, qt > qmin and pt < pmax. In comparison,
(qa, pa) can be a corner solution. To find best responses that characterize such equilibria, we solve
the maximization problems above under the assumption that pt is unbounded while pa ≤ pmax (we
drop the price constraint on tk but not the price constraint on ak). Once we have identified candidate
equilibria using these best responses, we show that in all of them, the price constraint on pt will be
satisfied as well (pt < pmax).

Any best response must contain a bait-and-choose. Suppose, for now, that pt is unbounded
by pmax (drop the price constraint on tk). Fix a target quality qt > qmin. If firm k does not design a
bait-and-choose, it can sell target tk at price p′t. By Lemma 3, firm k can sell the target at a higher
price p′′t > p′t using a bait-and-choose. It follows that if a best response exists, it will involve firm k
designing a bait-and-choose.

The optimal bait-and-choose depends on whether the firm is restricted to symmetric manipulations
of attention (Assumption 4a) or not (Assumption 4b). If firm k is restricted to symmetric manipula-
tions, it will choose (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) or (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) (either of the two may be a best response).
If the firm can choose symmetric as well as asymmetric manipulations, the unique optimal choice is
(θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). To see this, note from Eq. (1) that the firm can always charge a strictly higher price
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p′′t with (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) than with any other manipulation. In equilibrium, we will therefore have
(θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), or (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). We are now going to specify the optimal
bait-and-choose design as well as a candidate equilibrium for each of these three cases.

Best response for (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) and (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). Given a feasible
choice of (θka , θkt ), the unique best response has firm k offering two products, Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt)),
designing a bait-and-choose, and selling target tk to all consumers at the highest possible price p′′t ,
see Eq. (1). In order to fully specify the best response, the optimal choice of target quality qt and
attraction product (qa, pa) remains to be specified. We can find this choice from analyzing price p′′t .
In particular, the best response will satisfy max p′′t − c(qt).

Consider the choice of the attraction product (qa, pa) first. If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), p′′t is maximized
by choosing qa = qmin and pa s.t. ua = u⇔ pa = qmin−u. If (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) or (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), p′′t
is maximized by choosing qa = pmax + u and pa s.t. ua = u⇔ pa = pmax. Now consider the optimal
choice of the target quality qt. Because the cost function is assumed to be strictly convex increasing,
there is, given (θka , θkt ), a unique cost-efficient quality that maximizes p′′t − c(qt). If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q)
or (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), the optimal target quality is qt = qQ := arg maxq βq − c(q) ⇔ c(qQ) = β. If
(θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), the optimal target quality is qt = qP := arg maxq 1

β q − c(q)⇔ c(qP ) = 1
β . We thus

have:

If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), then (qa, pa) = (qmin, qa − u), (qt, pt) = (qQ, qt − u+ (β − 1)(qt − qa)) (QQBR)
If (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), then (qa, pa) = (pa + u, pmax), (qt, pt) = (qP , qt − u+ (1− 1

β )(qa − qt))
(PPBR)

If (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), then (qa, pa) = (pa + u, pmax), (qt, pt) = (qQ, qt − u+ (β − 1)(qt + pa))
(PQBR)

Candidate Equilibria. Notice that for (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q)} the best response of firm
k is unique and continuous in u. We can thus derive candidate equilibria for these cases by searching
for the unique value of u ≥ 0 that equates best response profits to zero. Set pt = c(qt). Re-arranging
yields the following candidate equilibria:

If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), then (qa, pa) = (qmin, c(qQ)− β(qQ − qmin)), (qt, pt) = (qQ, c(qQ)) (QQ∗)
If (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), then (qa, pa) = (qP + β(pmax − c(qP )), pmax), (qt, pt) = (qP , c(qP )) (PP∗)
If (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), then (qa, pa) = (β(qQ + pmax)− c(qQ), pmax), (qt, pt) = (qQ, c(qQ)) (PQ∗)

We can now relax the assumption that pt is unbounded: In all three candidate equilibria, the price
constraint on pt is satisfied by our modeling assumption that pmax > c(qQ) > c(qP ).

Proposition 2a: Equilibrium with symmetric manipulations. Assume that firms are re-
stricted to symmetric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4a). We have two possible candidate
equilibria: (QQ∗) and (PP∗). As a final step to arrive at Proposition 2a, we need to define the pa-
rameter conditions under which each one exists. Fix an equilibrium according to (QQ∗). Then there
exist at least two firms which offer a bait-and-choose product line according to (QQ∗). These firms
make positive sales. All other firms offer an empty product line (and do not make positive sales). All
firms make zero profits. Does there exist a deviation incentive? Consider some firm k. The highest
expected surplus u provided to the näıve consumer conditional on not shopping at firm k is given by
the attraction product of one of the firms l 6= k which in equilibrium make positive sales. That is, we
have u = qal − pal = qmin− c(qQ) +β(qQ− qmin). Note that this expression is equal to virtual surplus
νQQ
t := [qQ − c(qQ)] + (β − 1)(qQ − qmin) as defined in the main text, Eq. (6). If firm k does not

deviate from the equilibrium, it either provides the same products as firm l or has an empty product
line. In both cases, profits are zero. The only deviation that may yield positive profit is to design a
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bait-and-choose with (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). The profit-maximizing choice of product line for this case is
found from setting u = νQQ

t in the best-response specification (PPBR) we have derived above. When
deviating, the profit of firm k would then be

πk = ptk − c(qtk) = 1
β q

P − ( 1
β (pmax + u)− pmax)− c(qP )

= 1
β q

P − ( 1
β (pmax + qmin − c(qQ) + β(qQ − qmin)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=νQQ
t

)− pmax)− c(qP )

Firm k will deviate if and only if πk > 0. Rearranging, this holds true if and only if νQQ
t < νPP

t ,
where νPP

t := [qP − c(qP )] + (β − 1)[pmax − c(qP )] according to Eq. (6) in the main text. It follows
that (QQ∗) is indeed an equilibrium (there exists no deviation incentive) if and only if νQQ ≥ νPP.
Analogously, we arrive at the converse of this condition if we fix an equilibrium according to (PP∗)
(which generates u = νPP

t ) and look for the profit-maximizing deviation to (QQBR). In particular,
we then find that (PP∗) is indeed an equilibrium (there exists no deviation incentive) if and only if
νQQ
t ≤ νPP

t . This concludes the characterization of the equilibrium with symmetric manipulations
(Proposition 2a).

Proposition 2b: Equilibrium with asymmetric manipulations. Assume that firms can choose
symmetric as well as asymmetric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4b). Then the unique best
response conditional on making positive sales is characterized by (PQBR). It follows that product
supply in equilibrium is characterized by (PQ∗). In equilibrium, at least two firms offer a bait-and-
choose product line according to (PQ∗) and make positive sales. All other firms offer an empty
product line. All firms make zero profits. This concludes the characterization of the equilibrium with
asymmetric manipulations (Proposition 2b).

The attraction product is a loss leader. To conclude the proof of Proposition 2, it remains to
be shown that in any equilibrium, pa < c(qa). This result follows from the strict convexity of the cost
function:

• Fix (QQ∗). Then we have pa = c(qQ) − β(qQ − qmin) and thus pa < c(qa) ⇔ βqmin − c(qa) <
βqQ− c(qQ). By the strict convexity of c(q), qQ is the unique maximizer of βq− c(q). It follows
that for any q′ 6= qQ, βq′ − c(q′) < βqQ − c(qQ). Because qa 6= qQ, this proves that pa < c(qa).

• Fix (PP∗). Then we have pa = pmax. Showing that pmax < c(qa) is equivalent to showing that
c−1(pmax) < qa ⇔ c−1(pmax)− βpmax < qP − βc(qP ). By the strict convexity of c(q), qP is the
unique maximizer of q−βc(q). It follows that for any quality q′ 6= qP , q′−βc(q′) < qP −βc(qP ).
Because q′ = c−1(pmax) 6= qP , this proves that c−1(pmax)− βpmax < qP − βc(qP )⇔ pa < c(qa).

• Fix (PQ∗). Again, we have pa = pmax. Showing that pmax < c(qa) is equivalent to showing that
c−1(pmax) < qa ⇔ c−1(pmax) − βpmax < βqQ − c(qQ). Notice first that c−1(pmax) − βpmax <
βc−1(pmax)−pmax: To show that c−1(pmax) < qa it is sufficient to show that βc−1(pmax)−pmax <
βqQ− c(qQ). By the strict convexity of c(q), qQ is the unique maximizer of βq− c(q). It follows
that for any quality q′ 6= qQ, βq′ − c(q′) < βqQ − c(qQ). Because q′ = c−1(pmax) 6= qQ, this
proves that βc−1(pmax)− pmax < βqQ − c(qQ)⇒ pa < c(qa).

Proof. Proof of Proposition 3 (Näıve populations 2: Salience, Focusing, or Relative Thinking). Assume
that for all firms, attention θkj is a function of the product line, specified according to Salience, Focusing
or Relative Thinking (see the model section). Consider the best response of some firm k conditional
on attracting a positive mass of (näıve) consumers. Fix the competitor offer M−k. We show that a
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product-line with three products, Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt), (qd, pd)), is necessary and sufficient to allow
firm k to use bait-and-choose strategies identical to the situation where it can manipulate attention
directly. It follows that in equilibrium, product supply (except for the existence of decoy product dk)
will be identical to Proposition 2. We begin with the specification of Focusing.

Specification 1: Focusing. Let θkj be specified according to Focusing. We have

θkj (Focusing) =


Q if ∆k

q > ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q < ∆k

p

N otherwise,

where ∆k
q = maxj∈Jk qj−minj∈Jk qj , and ∆k

p = maxj∈Jk pj−minj∈Jk pj . Notice that this specification
implies that for any two products j, j′ ∈ Jk, θkj = θkj′ (attention is symmetric). We have shown in the
proof of Proposition 2 that if firm k is restricted to symmetric manipulations and can choose manip-
ulation θkj directly, the best-response would involve a bait-and-choose with either (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) or
(θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), and (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) defined according to (QQBR) or (PPBR), respectively. Fix
(qa, pa) and (qt, pt) to either one of these best response specifications. We show that adding a third
product dk to the product line is a necessary and sufficient condition for firm k to realize the same
demand as if it would choose θkj directly.

• Focusing (i): A decoy is necessary. Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR) or according
to (PPBR), suppose that the product line consists of only two products, the attraction product
ak and the target tk, i.e., Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt)), and assume toward a contradiction that the
firm can realize the same demand as if it would choose θkj directly, that is, attract all näıve
consumers with product ak and sell all of them product tk.
Notice that the best response we have fixed has ua > ut (the bait constraint is slack). To make
the näıve consumer buy product tk it must be true that this preference is reversed at the store,
ûka ≤ ûkt . To achieve this reversal, attention θkj needs to be directed toward that attribute on
which the target is better, that is, qualities qj in the case of (QQBR) and prices pj in the case of
(PPBR). With only two products (ak and tk) spanning the choice set, however, Focusing implies
that if ua > ut, then attention will be drawn to the exact opposite attribute, leading to ûka > ûkt
(the choose constraint is violated), and thus, to a contradiction of the assumption that the näıve
consumer prefers to buy product tk.2 The formal proof follows.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR). Then we have qt > qa, pt > pa, and ua > ut.
It follows that ∆k

q = (qt − qa) < ∆k
p = (pt − pa), and thus, by Focusing, (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ).

If qt > qa, pt > pa, and ua > ut, then (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) implies that ûka > ûkt , which is in
contradiction to the choose constraint: The consumer will be attracted to the store of firm k
but will not purchase target tk.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PPBR). Then we have qt < qa, pt < pa, and ua > ut.
It follows that ∆k

q = (qa − qt) > ∆k
p = (pa − pt), and thus, by Focusing, (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q).

If qt < qa, pt < pa, and ua > ut, then (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) implies that ûka > ûkt , which is in
contradiction to the choose constraint: The consumer will be attracted to the store of firm k
but will not purchase target tk.

• Focusing (ii): One decoy is sufficient. Suppose that the product line consists of three products,
one attraction product ak, one target tk and one decoy dk, i.e., Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt), (qd, pd)).
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR) or (PPBR). We show that with Focusing there
always exists a choice of decoy attributes (qd, pd) such that all näıve consumers are attracted to

2This result is a direct corollary of the “rationality in balanced trade-offs” characteristic of the Focusing framework
(see Proposition 3 in Kőszegi and Szeidl 2013).
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the store with product ak, but then buy product tk instead. This result stems from the fact that
Focusing weights are a function of attribute spreads, which can easily be manipulated using a
single (dominated) decoy. The formal proof follows.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR). Without a decoy, Focusing would imply that
(θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). We need to find a choice of decoy (qd, pd) such that (1) ∆k

q > ∆k
p ⇔ (θka , θkt ) =

(Q,Q) (attention is on quality), (2) ud < ua (näıves are attracted by product ak, not dk), and
(3) ûkd < ûkt (näıves buy product tk, not dk). There exists a continuum of choices that satisfy
these constraints. Pick, for instance, pd = pt and any qd < qt − (pt − pa). We then have
∆k
q = (qt − qd) > ∆k

p = (pt − pa) and thus, (1) (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q). Because qd < qt and pd = pt
(i.e., the decoy is strictly dominated by the target), both (2) ud < ua (follows from ud < ut < ua)
and (3) ûkd < ûkt are satisfied as well.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PPBR). Without a decoy, Focusing would imply that
(θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q). We need to find a choice of decoy (qd, pd) such that (1) ∆k

q < ∆k
p ⇔ (θka , θkt ) =

(P, P ) (attention is on price), (2) ud < ua (näıves are attracted by product ak, not dk), and
(3) ûkd < ûkt (näıves buy product tk, not dk). There exists a continuum of choices that satisfy
these constraints. Pick, for instance, qd = qt and any pd > pt + (qa − qt). We then have
∆k
q = (qa − qt) < ∆k

p = (pd − pt) and thus, (1) (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). Because qd = qt and pd > pt
(i.e., the decoy is strictly dominated by the target), both (2) ud < ua (follows from ud < ut < ua)
and (3) ûkd < ûkt are satisfied as well.

Specification 2: Relative Thinking. Let θkj be specified according to Relative Thinking. We
have

θkj (Relative Thinking) =


Q if ∆k

q · β < ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q > ∆k

p · β
N otherwise

where ∆k
q = maxj∈Jk qj−minj∈Jk qj , and ∆k

p = maxj∈Jk pj−minj∈Jk pj . Notice that this specification
implies that for any two products j, j′ ∈ Jk, θkj = θkj′ (attention is symmetric). We have shown in the
proof of Proposition 2 that if firm k is restricted to symmetric manipulations and can choose manip-
ulation θkj directly, the best-response would involve a bait-and-choose with either (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) or
(θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), and (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) defined according to (QQBR) or (PPBR), respectively. Fix
(qa, pa) and (qt, pt) to either one of these best response specifications. We show that adding a third
product dk to the product line is a necessary and sufficient condition for firm k to realize the same
demand as if it would choose θkj directly.

• Relative Thinking (i): A decoy is necessary. Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR) or
according to (PPBR), suppose that the product line consists of only two products, the attraction
product ak and the target tk, i.e., Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt)), and assume toward a contradiction
that the firm can realize the same demand as if it would choose θkj directly, that is, attract all
näıve consumers with product ak and sell all of them product tk.
Notice that the best response we have fixed has ua > ut (the bait constraint is slack). To make
the näıve consumer buy product tk it must be true that this preference is reversed at the store,
ûka ≤ ûkt . To achieve this reversal, attention θkj needs to be directed toward that attribute on
which the target is better, that is, qualities qj in the case of (QQBR) and prices pj in the case
of (PPBR). With only two products (ak and tk) spanning the choice set, however, Relative
Thinking implies that if ua > ut, then either, attention will not be drawn to that attribute, or,
if attention is drawn to that attribute, then this will be accompanied by a target which has such
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low quality (or such high price) that the consumer will not be willing to switch. In both cases,
the choose constraint (ûka ≤ ûkt ) is violated, leading to a contradiction of the assumption that
the näıve consumer prefers to buy product tk.3 The formal proof follows.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR). Then we have pt = β(qt − qa) + pa. It follows
that ∆k

q · β = ∆k
p, and thus, by Relative Thinking, (θka , θkt ) = (N,N): The näıve consumer

values products ak and tk inside the store identical to how she values products outside the store
(with an unweighted surplus function). Because ua > ut, we then have ûka > ûkt , which is in
contradiction to the choose constraint: The consumer will be attracted to the store of firm k
but will not purchase target tk.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PPBR). Then we have pt = pa − 1

β (qa − qt). It follows
that ∆k

q = ∆k
p · β, and thus, by Relative Thinking, (θka , θkt ) = (N,N): The näıve consumer

values products ak and tk inside the store identical to how she values products outside the store
(with an unweighted surplus function). Because ua > ut, we then have ûka > ûkt , which is in
contradiction to the choose constraint: The consumer will be attracted to the store of firm k
but will not purchase target tk.

• Relative Thinking (ii): One decoy is sufficient. Suppose that the product line consists of
three products, one attraction product ak, one target tk and one decoy dk, i.e., Mk =
((qa, pa), (qt, pt), (qd, pd)). Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR) or (PPBR). We show
that with Relative Thinking there always exists a choice of decoy attributes (qd, pd) such that
all näıve consumers are attracted to the store with product ak, but then buy product tk in-
stead. This result stems from the fact that Relative-Thinking weights are a function of attribute
spreads, which can easily be manipulated using a single (dominated) decoy. The formal proof
follows.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (QQBR). Without a decoy, Relative Thinking would imply
that (θka , θkt ) = (N,N). We need to find a choice of decoy (qd, pd) such that (1) ∆k

q · β < ∆k
p

⇔ (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) (attention is on quality), (2) ud < ua (näıves are attracted by product ak,
not dk), and (3) ûkd < ûkt (näıves buy product tk, not dk). There exists a continuum of choices
that satisfy these constraints. Pick, for instance, qd = qa and any pd > pa +β(qt− qa). We then
have ∆k

q · β = (qt − qa) · β < ∆k
p = (pd − pa) and thus, (1) (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q). Because qd = qa

and pd > pa (i.e., the decoy is strictly dominated by the attraction product), both (2) ud < ua
and (3) ûkd < ûkt (follows from ûkd < ûka = ûkt ) are satisfied as well.
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PPBR). Without a decoy, Relative Thinking would imply
that (θka , θkt ) = (N,N). We need to find a choice of decoy (qd, pd) such that (1) ∆k

q > ∆k
p · β

⇔ (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) (attention is on price), (2) ud < ua (näıves are attracted by product ak, not
dk), and (3) ûkd < ûkt (näıves buy product tk, not dk). There exists a continuum of choices that
satisfy these constraints. Pick, for instance, pd = pa and qd < qa − β(pa − pt). We then have
∆k
q = (qa − qd) > ∆k

p · β = (pa − pa) · β and thus, (1) (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). Because pd = pa and
qd < qa (i.e., the decoy is strictly dominated by the attraction product), both (2) ud < ua and
(3) ûkd < ûkt (follows from ûkd < ûka = ûkt ) are satisfied as well.

Specification 3: Salience. Let θkj be specified according to Salience. We use the general form of
Salience of which our definition in the main text is a specific form. Let q̄k be the average quality of

products available at store k, q̄k :=
∑

j∈Jk
qj

|Jk| , and let p̄k be the average price, p̄k :=
∑

j∈Jk
pj

|Jk| . The

3This result is a direct implication of Norming Assumption N2 in Bushong et al. (2019), which implies that in choice
sets with just two options (that differ on two dimensions), “relative thinkers” behave as if maximizing an unweighted
utility function: See the discussion on page 7 in Bushong et al. (2019).
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salience of product attribute zj ∈ {qj , pj} at store k is given by a salience function σ(zj , z̄k) that is
symmetric, continuous and satisfies the following properties:

1. Ordering. Let µ = sgn
(
zj − z̄k

)
. Then, for any ε, ε′ ≥ 0 with ε+ε′ > 0, σ

(
zj + µε, z̄k − µε′

)
>

σ
(
zj , z̄

k
)
.

2. Homogeneity of degree zero. For all α > 0, σ
(
αzj , αz̄

k
)

= σ
(
zj , z̄

k
)
.4

We then have:

θkj (Salience) =


Q if σ

(
qj , q̄

k
)
> σ

(
pj , p̄

k
)

P if σ
(
qj , q̄

k
)
< σ

(
pj , p̄

k
)

N otherwise.

Notice that Salience admits both symmetric and asymmetric manipulations of attention. We have
shown in the proof of Proposition 2 that if firm k is not restricted to symmetric manipulations
and can choose manipulation θkj directly, the best-response would involve a bait-and-choose with
(θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), and (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) defined according to (PQBR). Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt)
according to (PQBR). We show that adding a third product dk to the product line is a necessary and
sufficient condition for firm k to realize the same demand as if it would choose θkj directly.

We will be exploiting the following auxiliary proposition, of which parts (a) and (b) are a variant
of Proposition 1 in Bordalo et al. (2013) and the other parts are extensions of that same proposition:

Proposition BGS 1.

(a) Assume that qj < q̄k and pj < p̄k. Then θkj = Q iff qj
pj
< q̄k

p̄k
and θkj = P iff qj

pj
> q̄k

p̄k
.

(b) Assume that qj > q̄k and pj > p̄k. Then θkj = Q iff qj
pj
> q̄k

p̄k
and θkj = P iff qj

pj
< q̄k

p̄k
.

(c) Assume that qj < q̄k and pj > p̄k. Then θkj = Q iff qj · pj < q̄k · p̄k and θkj = P iff qj · pj > q̄k · p̄k.

(d) Assume that qj > q̄k and pj < p̄k. Then θkj = Q iff qj · pj > q̄k · p̄k and θkj = P iff qj · pj < q̄k · p̄k.

(e) Assume that qj = q̄k and pj 6= p̄k. Then θkj = P .

(f) Assume that qj 6= q̄k and pj = p̄k. Then θkj = Q.

(g) Assume that qj = q̄k and pj = p̄k. Then θkj = N .

Proof of Proposition BGS 1. The proof invokes all four of the required properties of the salience
function. For ease of notation, drop superscript k on q̄k, p̄k and θkj . Let zj ∈ {qj , pj}, zj > 0, be
some attribute of product j. For all zj , fix z̄ > 0. Notice, first, that by homogeneity of degree zero
it is true that σ(zj , z̄) = σ

( zj
z̄ , 1

)
= σ

(
1, z̄zj

)
, and by symmetry it is true that σ

(
1, z̄zj

)
= σ

(
z̄
zj
, 1
)

.
We will draw conclusions about the salience of the quality of a product j, σ(qj , q̄), relative to the
salience of its price, σ(pj , p̄), by comparing σ

(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
, σ
(
pj
p̄ , 1

)
, σ
(
q̄
qj
, 1
)

and σ
(
p̄
pj
, 1
)

. To make

4See Definition 1 and Assumption 1 in Bordalo et al. (2013). Ordering and homogeneity of degree zero capture key
features of sensory perception. Ordering says that salience increases in contrast. Homogeneity of degree zero captures
the concept of diminishing sensitivity, implying that relative differences instead of absolute differences matter. In order
to work with nonpositive arguments in σ(·, ·), additional properties are required, see Bordalo et al. (2013). For our
analysis it is sufficient to have σ(·, ·) defined in the positive domain. An example for a valid salience function is the one

we have used in the main text, σ
(
zj , z̄

k
)

= |zj−z̄k|
zj+z̄k

.
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these comparisons, we will exploit the property of ordering, which can be rewritten for this purpose
as follows: Consider a salience function σ(x, 1) and any ε > 0.

If sgn(x− 1) = 1, then σ(x+ ε, 1) > σ(x, 1). (Ordering+)
If sgn(x− 1) = −1, then σ(x− ε, 1) > σ(x, 1). (Ordering−)

We will now move separately through cases (a)-(f).

• Proof of (a). Let qj < q̄ and pj < p̄. Then sgn( qjq̄ − 1) = sgn(pjp̄ − 1) = −1. (Ordering−)

applies: Θj = Q iff σ
(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
> σ

(
pj
p̄ , 1

)
⇔ qj

q̄ <
pj
p̄ ⇔

qj
pj
< q̄

p̄ . Analogously, Θj = P iff qj
pj
> q̄

p̄ .

• Proof of (b). Let qj > q̄ and pj > p̄. Then sgn( qjq̄ − 1) = sgn(pjp̄ − 1) = 1. (Ordering+) applies:

Θj = Q iff σ
(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
> σ

(
pj
p̄ , 1

)
⇔ qj

q̄ >
pj
p̄ ⇔

qj
pj
> q̄

p̄ . Analogously, Θj = P iff qj
pj
< q̄

p̄ .

• Proof of (c). Let qj < q̄ and pj > p̄. Then sgn( qjq̄ − 1) = sgn( p̄pj − 1) = −1. (Ordering−)

applies: Θj = Q iff σ
(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
> σ

(
p̄
pj
, 1
)
⇔ qj

q̄ < p̄
pj
⇔ qj · pj < q̄ · p̄. Analogously, Θj = P iff

qj · pj > q̄ · p̄.

• Proof of (d). Let qj > q̄ and pj < p̄. Then sgn( qjq̄ − 1) = sgn( p̄pj − 1) = 1. (Ordering+)

applies: Θj = Q iff σ
(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
> σ

(
p̄
pj
, 1
)
⇔ qj

q̄ > p̄
pj
⇔ qj · pj > q̄ · p̄. Analogously, Θj = P iff

qj · pj < q̄ · p̄.

• Proof of (e). Let qj = q̄ and pj 6= p̄. Because the ordering property does not allow for a direct
analysis of situations where some attribute is average, zj = z̄ ⇔ sgn(zj − z̄) = 0, we need to
invoke the continuity property of the salience function, that is, limx′→x σ(x′, 1) = σ(x, 1). We
have to distinguish two cases. (1) Assume, first, that pj > p̄. Then sgn(pjp̄ − 1) = 1. Consider
some q′ = qj + ξ, with ξ > 0 arbitrarily small. For this q′ it is true that sgn( q

′

q̄ − 1) = 1. By
(Ordering+), σ(pjp̄ , 1) > σ( q

′

q̄ , 1) ⇔ pj
p̄ > q′

q̄ , which holds true for ξ sufficiently small as pj
p̄ > 1

and limxi→0
q′

q̄ = 1. By continuity of the salience function, limξ→0 σ( q
′

q̄ , 1) = σ( qjq̄ , 1). It follows
that σ(pjp̄ , 1) > limξ→0 σ( q

′

q̄ , 1) = σ( qjq̄ , 1) and thus, θj = P . (2) Assume instead that pj < p̄.
Then sgn(pjp̄ − 1) = −1. Consider some q′ = qj − ξ, with ξ > 0 arbitrarily small. For this q′ it is
true that sgn( q

′

q̄ − 1) = −1. (Ordering−) applies. By analogous reasoning to the case of pj > p̄,
continuity of the salience function implies that σ(pjp̄ , 1) > limξ→0 σ( q

′

q̄ , 1) = σ( qjq̄ , 1), and thus,
θj = P .

• Proof of (f). Analogous to the proof of (e).

• Proof of (g). Let qj = q̄k and pj = p̄k. Then σ
(
qj
q̄ , 1

)
= σ

(
pj
p̄ , 1

)
= σ(1, 1), implying θj = N .

(End of proof of Proposition BGS 1.)
We now continue with proving the original proposition, which is that adding a decoy to the product

line is a necessary and sufficient condition for the firm to realize demand according to (PQBR).

• Salience (i): A decoy is necessary. Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PQBR), suppose that
the product line consists of only two products, the attraction product ak and the target tk, i.e.,
Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt)), and assume toward a contradiction that the firm can realize the same
demand as if it would choose θkj directly, that is, attract all näıve consumers with product ak
and sell all of them product tk.
Selling target tk requires the firm to draw attention simultaneously to the quality of product
tk and the price of product ak, that is, (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). When consumer attention is directed
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differently, (θka , θkt ) 6= (P,Q), price pt = qt − u + (β − 1)(qt + pa) is too high, leading the
consumer to buy the attraction product instead (in particular, then pt > p′′t , which follows from
Eq. (1) in the proof of Lemma 3). With only two products (ak and tk) spanning the choice
set, however, Salience can only admit symmetric manipulations of attention, that is, θka = θkt ,
but not asymmetric manipulations, θka 6= θkt . This rules out (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) as a potential
outcome and hence, yields a contradiction to the assumption that the näıve consumer prefers to
buy product tk (the choose constraint is violated). The formal proof follows.
Take any product line that consists of two products only, Mk = ((q1, p1), (q2, p2)), with q1, q2 > 0
as well as p1, p2 > 0. We have q̄k = (q1+q2)

2 and p̄k = (p1+p2)
2 . Assume, w.l.o.g, that q2 ≥ q1.

There are five possible cases: (1) Suppose that none of the products is dominated, that is,
q2 > q1 and p2 > p1. Assume toward a contradiction that (θk1 , θk2 ) = (P,Q). By Proposition
BGS 1a, θk1 = P ⇔ q1

p1
> q2

p2
. But by Proposition BGS 1b, θk2 = Q⇔ q1

p1
< q2

p2
, a contradiction.

Assume instead that (θk1 , θk2 ) = (Q,P ). A similar contradiction follows. (2) Suppose that one
product dominates the other, with q2 > q1 and p2 < p1. Assume toward a contradiction that
(θk1 , θk2 ) = (P,Q). By Proposition BGS 1c, θk1 = P ⇔ q1 · p1 > q2 · p2. But by Proposition BGS
1d, θk2 = Q⇔ q1 ·p1 < q2 ·p2, a contradiction. Assume instead that (θk1 , θk2 ) = (Q,P ). A similar
contradiction follows. (3) Suppose that q2 = q1 and p2 6= p1. Then by Proposition BGS 1e,
(θk1 , θk2 ) = (P, P ) 6= (P,Q). (4) Suppose that q2 > q1 and p2 = p1. Then by Proposition BGS 1f,
(θk1 , θk2 ) = (Q,Q) 6= (P,Q). (5) Suppose that q2 = q1 and p2 = p1. Then by Proposition BGS
1g, (θk1 , θk2 ) = (N,N) 6= (P,Q).

• Salience (ii): One decoy is sufficient. Suppose that the product line consists of three products,
one attraction product ak, one target tk and one decoy dk, i.e., Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt), (qd, pd)).
Fix (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) according to (PQ*).5 We show that with Salience there always exists a
choice of decoy attributes (qd, pd) such that all näıve consumers are attracted to the store with
product ak, but then buy product tk instead. Our proof works as follows: Using decoy dk, we
manipulate the reference good (q̄k, p̄k) in such a way that either, pt = p̄k and qt 6= q̄k (price pt is
average but quality qt is not), or that qa = q̄k and pa 6= p̄k (quality qa is average but price pa is
not). At the same time, we make sure that the decoy itself is unattractive for the consumer, and
thus, does not interfere with the design of the bait-and-choose environment. While the detailed
construction of the proof is somewhat technical, it is based on two straightforward and intuitive
implications of the Salience framework (see Proposition BGS 1): (1) If one attribute of product
j is average (zj = z̄k) while the other is not (z′j 6= z̄′k), then the latter draws attention. (2) If a
product j neither dominates nor is dominated by the reference good, then its advantage relative
to (q̄k, p̄k) (higher quality or lower price) draws attention iff qj

pj
> q̄k

p̄k
, while its disadvantage

relative to (q̄k, p̄k) (lower quality or higher price) draws attention iff qj
pj
< q̄k

p̄k
. The formal proof

follows.
Fix (PQ*). Then qa > qt > 0 and pa > pt > 0. Our proof distinguishes between three possible
cases: qt

pt
> qa

pa
, qt
pt
< qa

pa
and qt

pt
= qa

pa
.

Case (i): Assume that qt
pt

> qa
pa

. We use (qd, pd) to construct a reference good (q̄k, p̄k) that
satisfies the following properties: (1) p̄k = pt and q̄k < qt, (2) qa > q̄k, pa > p̄k and qa

pa
< q̄k

p̄k
,

(3) q̄k, p̄k > 0. If these three properties are satisfied, Proposition BGS 1 implies that (θka , θkt ) =
(P,Q). The construction is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3 in the main text. Fix pd such
that p̄k = pt ⇔ pd = 2pt − pa. This choice also satisfies pa > p̄k > 0 because pa > pt > 0. To

5It is possible to construct a very similar proof for (PQBR) instead, i.e., for the choice of (qa, pa), (qt, pt) at any
point along the best response curve. The construction is not difficult but tedious, for the reason that there are many
cases that need to be considered. For brevity, we restrict ourselves here to showing the proof only for the situation
where qa > qt and pa > pt, which is the situation characterized by the candidate equilibrium (PQ∗). Constructing
the proof for this situation proves Proposition 3. The construction of the proof for alternative orderings of (qa, pa) and
(qt, pt) follows the same logic and is available from the authors upon request.
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satisfy 0 < q̄k < qt < qa and qa
pa
< q̄k

p̄k
, pick any qd ∈ (3pt qapa − qa− qt, 2qt− qa). Because qt

pt
> qa

pa
,

such a choice exists. Thus, we have (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). It remains to be shown that a decoy with
these attributes does not interfere with the bait-and-choose. We prove this by showing that
ud < ua and ûkd < ûkt . Given pd = 2pt − pa and qd < 2qt − qa, the first condition (ud < ua)
is satisfied if ut > ua, which holds true if (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) are set according to (PQ*). In
fact, we then have ud < ut < ua. To see that the second condition (ûkd < ûkt ) is satisfied as
well, notice first that by θkt = Q, we have ûkt = βqt − pt > ut. In principle, θkd ∈ {Q,P,N}.
If θkd = N , ûkt > ûkd = qd − pd follows from ûkt > ut > ud. If θkd = Q, ûkt > ûkd = βqd − pd
follows from β(qt− qd) > qt− qa > pt−pa (where the first inequality stems from qt > qd and the
second inequality from ut > ud). Finally, if θkd = P , then we can prove that ûkt > ûkd = qd − βpd
by showing that ûka > ûkd. If θkd = P then ûka > ûkd ⇔ qa − qd > β(pa − pd). To prove that
qa − qd > β(pa − pd), note that qa − qd > qa − (2qt − qa) = 2(qt − qa) by qd < 2qt − qa and
pa−pd = pa−(2pt−pa) by pd = 2pt−pa. Thus qa−qd > β(pa−pd) if 2(qa−qt) > 2β(pa−pt)⇔
(qa − qt) > β(pa − pt). The latter inequality is true by ûkt = ûka ⇔ qa − βqt = βpa − pt. Thus,
ûkt > ûkd. This concludes the proof for case (i).
Case (ii): Assume that qt

pt
< qa

pa
. We use (qd, pd) to construct a reference good (q̄k, p̄k) that

satisfies the following properties: (1) q̄k = qa and p̄k > pa, (2) qt < q̄k pt < p̄k and qt
pt
< q̄k

p̄k
,

(3) q̄k, p̄k > 0. If these three properties are satisfied, Proposition BGS 1 implies that (θka , θkt ) =
(P,Q). The construction is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3 in the main text. Fix qd
such that q̄k = qa ⇔ pd = 2pa − pt. This choice also satisfies qt < q̄k (by qt < qa) and q̄k > 0
(by qa > 0). To satisfy 0 < pt < pa < p̄k and qt

pt
< q̄k

p̄k
, pick any pd ∈ (2pa − pt, 3qa ptqt − pa − pt).

Because qt
pt
< qa

pa
, such a choice exists. Thus, we have (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). It remains to be shown

that a decoy with these attributes does not interfere with the bait-and-choose. Notice that for
any choice of pd > 2pa − pt it is true that pd > pa (because pa > pt). Because pa = pmax if
(qa, pa) and (qt, pt) are set according to (PQ*) this implies that pd > pmax. As a result, decoy
dk will never be chosen by the consumer and thus, does not interfere with the bait-and-choose.6
This concludes the proof for case (ii).
Case (iii): Assume that qt

pt
= qa

pa
. Note that this is a knife-edge case which is only relevant

for a specific parameter relation. For this reason, we do not provide an illustrative figure. We
use (qd, pd) to construct a reference good (q̄k, p̄k) that satisfies the following properties: (1)
p̄k = pt and q̄k > qt, (2) qa > q̄k, pa > p̄k and qa

pa
< q̄k

p̄k
, (3) q̄k, p̄k > 0. If these three

properties are satisfied, Proposition BGS 1 implies that (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). Fix pd such that
p̄k = pt ⇔ pd = 2pt − pa. This choice also satisfies pa > p̄k > 0 because pa > pt > 0. Any
choice of qd ∈ (2qt − qa, 2qa − qt) implies that q̄k > qt > 0, qa > q̄k and qa

pa
< q̄k

p̄k
, and thus, that

(θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). What needs to be guaranteed additionally is that quality qd is sufficiently
low such that ud < ua and ûkd < ûkt (the existence of the decoy does not interfere with the
bait-and-choose). To satisfy the first condition (ud < ua) when pd = 2pt − pa it is necessary
and sufficient that qd < qa − 2(pa − pt). To satisfy the second condition, it is sufficient to have
qd < min{qt − 1

β (pa − pt), qa − 2β(pa − pt), βqt − (pa − pt)}, which is equivalent to stating that
ûkd < ûkt for any θkd ∈ {Q,P,N}.7 When (qt, pt) and (qa, pa) are fixed according to (PQBR)
and (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), then ûkt = ûka ⇔ βqt − pt = qa − βpa, implying that qa − 2(pa − pt) as
well as those upper bounds on qd in the min-function above are larger than 2qt − qa. Define
q̌d := min{2qa − qt, qa − 2(pa − pt), qt − 1

β (pa − pt), qa − 2β(pa − pt), βqt − (pa − pt)}. Then
qd ∈ (2qt − qa, q̌d) exists and for any such qd, it is true that (1) (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) and (2) the

6The fact that pa = pmax is not required to prove this.
7If θkd = Q then ûkd < ûkt ⇔ βqd − pd < βqt − pt. Given pd = 2pt − pa, this is equivalent to qd < qt − 1

β
(pa − pt).

If θkd = P , then ûkd < ûkt iff ûkd < ûka because (PQ∗) implies ûka = ûkt . Given pd = 2pt − pa, ûkd < ûka ⇔ qd − βpd <
qt−βpa ⇔ qd < qa−2β(pa−pt). If θkd = N then ûkd < ûkt ⇔ qd−pd < βqt−pt. Given pd = 2pt−pa, this is equivalent
to qd < βqt − (pa − pt).
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decoy does not interfere with the bait-and-choose. This concludes the proof for case (iii).

Proof. Proof of Proposition 4 (Co-existence of sophisticated and näıve consumers).
Consider a population of context-sensitive consumers (β > 1) that contains both sophisticated

(β̃ = β) and näıve (β̃ = 1) types. We prove that a competitive equilibrium with the following
characteristics exists and that it defines the unique competitive market supply: There exist two
types of firms with strictly positive demand, type kBC (bait-and-choose type) and type k∗ (rational
benchmark type). Type kBC supplies products according to the equilibrium defined in Proposition 2.
Type k∗ supplies products according to the rational benchmark, i.e., according to Lemma 1. There
exist at least two firms of each type. All other firms choose Mk = ∅. All firms make zero profits.
Note that conditional on purchasing at type k∗, all consumers expect to purchase q∗ at price p∗ =
c(q∗), yielding unweighted surplus u∗ = q∗ − c(q∗). At the same time, conditional on purchasing at
type kBC, all sophisticated consumers (correctly) expect to purchase the target (yielding unweighted
surplus ut = qt − c(qt)), while all näıves (falsely) expect to purchase the attraction product (yielding
unweighted surplus ua = qa − pa > ut).

(Existence.) Assume that we have an equilibrium. Firms of type kBC sell quality qt 6= q∗ at
pt = c(qt) to the näıves, while firms of type k∗ sell q∗ at p∗ = c(q∗) to the sophisticated consumers.
We have to check whether consumers or firms want to deviate. Consumers do not want to deviate:
By the strict convexity of the cost function, ua > u∗ > ut. The first inequality prevents näıves to
purchase at k∗, the second inequality prevents sophisticated consumers to purchase at kBC. Firms
of either type also do not have an incentive to deviate. By Proposition 2, no firm can find a more
profitable strategy when serving näıves if there are at least two firms of type kBC in the market. By
Proposition 1, no firm can find a more profitable strategy when serving sophisticated agents if there
exist at least two firms of type k∗.

(Uniqueness.) The proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, respectively, show that unless there exist at
least two firms supplying products according to Proposition 1 as well as at least two firms supplying
products according to Proposition 2, there exists a deviation incentive to a strategy with strictly
positive profits. In particular, by the uniqueness and continuity of the best response conditional on
attracting only sophisticated consumers (Proposition 1), there must exist at least two firms supplying
a product with expected surplus u∗ ≥ u∗ = q∗ − c(q∗) to sophisticated consumers. Otherwise, at
least one firm could attract all sophisticates at strictly positive profit. Similarly, there must exist at
least two firms supplying a product with expected surplus uBC ≥ ua = qa − pa to näıves, where qa
and pa are defined by the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2. Otherwise, at least one firm
could attract all näıves at strictly positive profit. By the strict difference of ua and u∗ (in particular,
ua > u∗), a single firm cannot satisfy both of these conditions at the same time (attracting both
groups of consumers with positive probability), even if it would play a mixed strategy: Such a firm
would either have to make negative profits in expectation (to attract both groups without generating
a deviation incentive for other firms) or generate an offer that (for at least one of the two groups of
consumers) could be profitably undercut by other firms. It follows that at least two firms satisfying
the respective condition must exist for each group separately. Because each firm only serves one group
of consumers, the only possibility to satisfy the respective condition without making negative profit
is for each firm to choose market supply according to Propositions 1 and 2, respectively. It follows
that any competitive equilibrium must have the characteristics listed in the Proposition.

Proof. Proof of Proposition 5 (Co-existence of rational and näıve consumers).
Consider a consumer population that contains both rational types (β = 1) and näıve types (β > 1,

β̃ = 1). Let η > 0 and 1 − η > 0 be the share of näıve and rational consumers, respectively.
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We concentrate on interior solutions (regarding the price of products that firms sell) by assuming,
throughout, that pmax → ∞. Fix any Nash equilibrium. When deciding where to shop (stage 1),
näıves and rationals share the same preferences and expectations: Both types prefer in stage 1 (and
expect to prefer in stage 2) that product that provides the highest unweighted surplus in the market.
This implies that both types of consumers will enter the same firms. If there exists a unique firm
that offers the highest unweighted surplus in the market (K∗ is a singleton), then all consumer will
shop at that firm. If there exist multiple firms that offer the highest unweighted surplus in the
market (|K∗| > 1), then every consumer shops at each of those firms with the same strictly positive
probability.

Consider the best response of some firm k conditional on attracting a positive share of consumers.
Let u ≥ 0 be the highest unweighted surplus available elsewhere. The firm can choose to not design a
bait-and-choose, in which case the best response would have the firm selling some product j at price
pj = qj − u to all consumers. This would yield profit πk = pj − c(qj). Or the firm can choose to
design a bait-and-choose, in which case the firm would sell a different product to näıves (the target
tk) than it sells to rational consumers (who buy the attraction product ak). This would yield profit
πk = η(pt − c(qt)) + (1 − η)(pa − c(qa)). If the firm designs a bait-and-choose, then it must be true
that ua ≥ u (the firm attracts a positive share of consumers) and ûkt ≥ ûka (näıves switch to the target
after entering the store). Profit maximization implies that ûkt = ûka (the choose constraint binds) and
ua = u (the participation constraint binds).8

It is clear that designing a bait-and-choose yields strictly higher profit than not designing a bait-
and-choose. Without a bait-and-choose, the firm maximizes profit by selling qj = q∗ at pj = q∗−u. If
the firm designs a bait-and-choose, it can still attract with a product of the same characteristics, sell
it at unchanged profit to rationals, but increase its profit on näıves by inducing them to buy another
product at the store (Lemma 3). We will now determine the optimal bait-and-choose design, that is,
the optimal choice of (qa, pa), (qt, pt) and (θka , θkt ). Assume, without loss of generality, that the firm
offers only two products, the attraction product ak and the target tk.

Symmetric manipulations of attention. We begin by analyzing a situation in which firms are
restricted to symmetric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4a). Then in any bait-and-choose,
either (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) or (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). Consider the case of (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) first. In any
best response, the firm will set ûkt = ûka (the choose constraint binds) and ua = u (the participation
constraint binds). If this was not the case, the firm could profitably increase the price of the target
(if ûkt > ûka) or the price of the attraction product (if ua > u). From ûkt = ûka and ua = u we find
pt = β(qt − qa) + pa and pa = qa − u, respectively. At these prices, the profit of firm k is

πQQ
k = η [βqt − (β − 1) qa − c(qt)] + (1− η) [qa − c(qa)]− u.

First-order conditions ∂πQQ
k

∂qt
= 0 and ∂πQQ

k

∂qa
= 0 yield c′(qt) = β ⇔ qt = qQ and c′(qa) = 1− η

1−η (β−1),
respectively. Second-order conditions hold by strict convexity of c(q). For product ak to attract
consumers to the store, it must be true that qa ≥ qmin. If q|c′(qa)=1− η

1−η (β−1) < qa, then qa = qmin is
the optimal choice. Thus, we have qa = qQQ

a := max{qmin, q|c′(qa)=1− η
1−η (β−1)}. Notice that for any

positive share of näıves, η > 0, qa < q∗ < qt (the firm up-sells näıves). As η → 0, qa approaches the
rational benchmark, qa → q∗, from below. Fixing (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), we can find equilibrium market
prices by setting πQQ

k = 0. This yields

pa = ηc(qQ) + (1− η)c(qa)− η · β(qQ − qa)
pt = ηc(qQ) + (1− η)c(qa) + (1− η) · β(qQ − qa).

In such an equilibrium, pt > c(qt) and pa < c(qa) if and only if βqQ − c(qQ) > βqa − c(qa), which
holds by strict convexity of c(q) and by qQ = arg max[βq − c(q)]. As η → 0, product-supply for the

8If these constraints were not binding, the firm could increase the price of the target or the price of the attraction
product without affecting demand, violating the assumption of a profit-maximum.
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rational consumers approaches the rational benchmark (qa → q∗, pa → c(q∗)), while the exploitation
of näıve consumers persists (qt = qQ 6= q∗ and pt → c(q∗) + β(qQ − q∗) > c(qt)).

Consider, next, the case of (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). From ûkt = ûka and ua = u we now find prices
pt = pa − 1

β (qa − qt) and pa = qa − u, respectively. At these prices, the profit of firm k is

πPP
k = η

[
1
β
· qt +

(
1− 1

β

)
· qa − c(qt)

]
+ (1− η) [qa − c(qa)]− u.

First-order conditions ∂πPP
k

∂qt
= 0 and ∂πPP

k

∂qa
= 0 yield c′(qt) = 1

β ⇔ qt = qP and c′(qa) = 1 + η
1−η ·(

1− 1
β

)
⇔ qa = qPP

a := q|c′(q)=1+ η
1−η ·(1− 1

β ), respectively.9 Second-order conditions hold by strict
convexity of c(q). Note that for any positive share of näıves, η > 0, qa > q∗ > qt (the firm down-sells
näıve consumers). As η → 0, qa approaches the rational benchmark, qa → q∗, from above. Fixing
(θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), we can find equilibrium market prices by setting πPP

k = 0. This yields

pa = ηc(qP ) + (1− η)c(qa) + η · 1
β

(qa − qP )

pt = ηc(qP ) + (1− η)c(qa)− (1− η) · 1
β

(qa − qP ).

In such an equilibrium, pt > c(qt) and pa < c(qa) if and only if 1
β · q

P − c(qP ) > 1
β · qa − c(qa), which

holds by strict convexity of c(q) and by qP = arg max [q − βc(q)]. As η → 0, product-supply for the
rational consumers approaches the rational benchmark (qa → q∗, pa → c(q∗)), while the exploitation
of näıve consumers persists (qt = qP 6= q∗ and pt → c(q∗)− 1

β (q∗ − qP ) > c(qt)).
With symmetric manipulations, we have either (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) or (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ) in equilib-

rium. To derive the parameter conditions for which a certain type of equilibrium will emerge, fix an
equilibrium with (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q). Product supply in equilibrium generates expected surplus

uQQ := ua = qa − pa = η
[
[qQ − c(qQ)] + (β − 1)

(
qQ − qQQ

a

)]
+ (1− η) [qQQ

a − c(qQQ
a )].

All firms make zero profits. If there exists a profitable deviation it is a deviation toward a bait-and-
choose design with (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ). The most profitable such deviation yields profit

πPP
k = η

[
1
β
· qP +

(
1− 1

β

)
· qPP
a − c(qP )

]
+ (1− η)

[
qPP
a − c(qPP

a )
]
− uQQ.

If this profit is weakly negative, πPP
k ≤ 0, there exists no deviation incentive. Rearranging, this is the

case if uQQ ≥ uPP, where

uPP = η

[
1
β
· qP +

(
1− 1

β

)
· qPP
a − c(qP )

]
+ (1− η)

[
qPP
a − c(qPP

a )
]
.

Analogously, when fixing an equilibrium with (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), we find that there is no deviation
incentive if uQQ ≤ uPP. This concludes the proof for the case of symmetric manipulations.

Asymmetric manipulations of attention. If firms can construct both symmetric and asym-
metric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4b), then the profit-maximizing bait-and-choose has
(θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), as this yields the highest possible price p′′t for a target of given quality qt, see
Eq. (1). By analogous reasoning to the case of (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q) (see above), the best response will
have ûkt = ûka and ua = u, from which we find prices pt = β(qt+pa)−qa and pa = qa−u, respectively.
At these prices, the profit of firm k is

πPQ
k = η [βqt − (β − 1) qa − βu− c(qt)] + (1− η) [qa − u− c(qa)] .

9Notice that q|
c′(q)=1+ η

1−η ·
(

1− 1
β

) > q∗ > qmin by our modeling assumptions (footnote 26 in the main text).
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First-order conditions ∂πPQ
k

∂qt
= 0 and ∂πPQ

k

∂qa
= 0 yield c′(qt) = β ⇔ qt = qQ and c′(qa) = 1 + η

1−η (β −
1) ⇔ qa = qPQ

a := q|c′(q)=1+ η
1−η (β−1), respectively. Second-order conditions hold by strict convexity

of c(q). Note that for any positive share of näıves, η > 0, qa > q∗ and as η → 0, qa approaches the
rational benchmark, qa → q∗, from above. Whether the firm up- or down-sells, however, now depends
on the share of näıves in the population: If the majority of consumers is rational η ≤ 1

2 , the firm
up-sells (qa ≤ qt = qQ), and if η > 1

2 , the firm down-sells (qa > qt = qQ). We can find equilibrium
market prices by setting πPQ

k = 0. This yields

pa = [ηc(qQ) + (1− η)c(qa) + η · (qa − βqQ)] · 1
1 + η(β − 1)

pt = [β · ηc(qQ) + β · (1− η)c(qa)− (1− η) · (qa − βqQ)] · 1
1 + η(β − 1)

In such an equilibrium, pt > c(qt) and pa < c(qa) if and only if βqQ − c(qQ) > qa − βc(qa), which
holds by strict convexity of c(q) and by qQ = arg max[βq − c(q)]. As η → 0, product-supply for the
rational consumers approaches the rational benchmark (qa → q∗, pa → c(q∗)), while the exploitation
of näıve consumers persists (qt = qQ 6= q∗ and pt → βc(q∗) + βqQ − q∗ > c(qt)).
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Appendix B: Monopolist Solution

Below, we provide the solution of our model for the case that the market is supplied by a single firm.
Let J be the set of products offered by the firm and M = ((qj , pj))j∈J be its product line. We derive
the profit-maximizing choice of M , restricting our attention to interior solutions.10

Consumers can either shop at the store of the monopolist or exercise the outside option, which
yields ex-ante surplus u0 = 0. The profit-maximizing choice of the monopolist is identical to the best
response of a competitive firm when the maximum surplus available outside of its store is ū = 0.
We have solved for the best response of a competitive firm for a general ū ≥ 0 in Appendix A: The
proof of Lemma 1 provides the best response for the case of a rational or sophisticated consumer
population, the proof of Proposition 2 for the case of a näıve consumer population. We can find the
profit-maximizing choice of the monopolist by evaluating this best response at ū = 0.

Rational and Sophisticated Populations
If all consumers are rational, the best response derived in the proof of Lemma 1 applies. As shown
in the proof of Proposition 1, this best response is also valid in the case of a sophisticated consumer
population. For given ū ≥ 0, the unique best response is to offer a single product with quality qj = q∗

at a price equal to pj = qj − ū. To find the monopolist’s choice, set ū = 0: The monopolist offers a
single product of quality q∗ at price p = q∗. We thus yield a standard solution: The monopolist supplies
consumers with the same (cost-efficient) quality as competitive firms, but, due to market power, reaps
all of the surplus by selling the product for a higher price. Monopoly profits are q∗ − c(q∗) > 0.

Näıve Populations
If all consumers are näıve, the best response derived in the proof of Proposition 2 applies. For any
ū ≥ 0, this best response implies that the firm designs a bait-and-choose: The monopolist attracts
näıve consumers to the store with product a, ua = ū, then uses a decoy to manipulate attention and
induce a switch to product t 6= a. The profitability of the bait-and-choose depends on how store
context affects the relative valuation of products a and t, that is, on (θa, θt) ∈ {Q,P,N}2.

If context is restricted to symmetric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4a/Focusing and
Relative Thinking), the best response is to choose either (θa, θt) = (Q,Q) or (θa, θt) = (P, P ). If
asymmetric manipulations of attention are possible (Assumption 4b/Salience), the best response im-
plies choice (θa, θt) = (P,Q). Conditional on (θa, θt) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q)}, the optimal choice
of (qa, pa) and (qt, pt) for given ū ≥ 0 is specified in the proof of Proposition 2, see Eqs. (QQBR),
(PPBR), and (PQBR), respectively. To find the monopolist’s choice, set ū = 0. We then have:

(qt, pt) = (qQ, qt + (β − 1)(qt − qa)), (qa, pa) = (qmin, qmin) if (θa, θt) = (Q,Q), (QQM)
(qt, pt) = (qP , qt + (1− 1

β )(qa − qt)), (qa, pa) = (pmax, pmax) if (θa, θt) = (P, P ), (PPM)

(qt, pt) = (qQ, qt + (β − 1)(qt + pa)), (qa, pa) = (pmax, pmax) if (θa, θt) = (P,Q). (PQM)

The attention manipulation chosen by the monopolist is identical to the attention manipulation
chosen by firms in competitive equilibrium: If asymmetric manipulations are possible (Assump-
tion 4b/Salience), the firm chooses (θa, θt) = (P,Q). If only symmetric manipulations are possible
(Assumption 4a/Focusing and Relative Thinking), it follows from a comparison of profits gener-
ated by (QQM) and (PPM) that the firm sets (θa, θt) = (Q,Q) if β(qQ − qmin) − qmin − c(qQ) ≥
pmax − 1

β (pmax − qP ) − c(qP ) ⇔ ν(Q,Q) ≥ ν(P,P ) and (θa, θt) = (P, P ) otherwise. To generate the

10 To guarantee interiority, we assume, for simplicity, that the price of products that the firm sells with positive
probability is unbounded by pmax.
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optimal manipulation (θa, θt) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q)}, the monopolist—identical to firms in compet-
itive equilibrium—will use a decoy. Our proof that—given attention follows a Salience, Focusing, or
Relative Thinking specification—one decoy is necessary and sufficient (proof of Proposition 3) remains
valid.

Except for higher prices (and higher profits, of course), the monopolist solution is again identical
to how competitive firms behave. As intuition would suggest, monopoly profits pt − c(qt) > 0 are
higher when consumers are näıve and can be baited compared to when consumers are rational or
sophisticated. This is due to the bait-and-choose allowing the monopolist to charge a price for the
target that lies above what the consumer would pay if the surplus function was unweighted, that is,
pt > qt. Monopoly profits are highest when (θa, θt) = (P,Q), i.e., in the case where the firm can
generate a store context that lets the consumer simultaneously overvalue the target and undervalue
the attraction product.

Mixed Populations
Sophisticated and näıve consumers: When sophisticated consumers co-exist with näıves, the monop-
olist will separate the two types into two different stores, identical to how the competitive market
separates them in equilibrium. To see this, notice that with just one store (i.e., one product line M),
the monopolist would have to trade off loosing all sophisticated consumers to the outside option (if he
uses a bait-and-choose design with price pt > qt) against making lower profits on the näıve consumers
(if he offers a single product of quality q∗ at price p = q∗). With two stores, this trade-off does not
exist because the firm can separate näıves and sophisticates at entry and maximize profits on each
type of consumer separately. The optimal setup for the monopolist is to have one store where he
sells a single product of quality q∗ at price p = q∗ to sophisticated consumers, and another store
where he serves näıves using the exact same bait-and-choose designs as in the case of a purely näıve
population.11

Rational and näıve consumers: Rational and näıve consumers share the same expectation about
product choice at the store and can therefore not be separated at entry. Identical to firms in compet-
itive equilibrium, the monopolist will accommodate both types at one store. The optimal choice of
product line M of this store can be derived from the best response provided in the proof of Propo-
sition 5. We do not solve here explicitly for this product line (which can easily be done by setting
ū = 0 in the best response) but simply note down the important characteristics. Similar to compet-
itive firms, the monopolist will always design a bait-and-choose, using a store context that satisfies
(θa, θt) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (P,Q)}. Näıve consumers are induced by this context to buy the target t.
Rational consumers are insensitive to context and buy the attraction product a. For given (θa, θt),
the optimal choice of target quality qt and attraction product quality qa is independent of ū and, thus,
corresponds to the qualities set by competitive firms. What is different to the competitive market are
the prices for which the monopolist sells product a and product t. At ū = 0, we have pa = qa and
pt > qt. Not surprisingly, these prices are higher than what firms charge in competitive equilibrium.
More interesting to note is that in the monopoly case, the price that näıves pay for the target (price
pt) is decreasing in the share of rational consumers. In other words, näıves profit from the presence

11It is conceivable—although, in our view, rather unrealistic—that the monopolist would be restricted to offering
only one store. In this case, the firm would choose to design a bait-and-choose and cater only to näıves if the share of
näıves is sufficiently large (in particular, if that share is larger than q∗−c(q∗)

pt−c(qt)
, where (qt, pt) are the attributes of the

optimal target in a bait-and-choose design), and choose to cater to all consumers (with a single product of quality q∗

at price p = q∗) if the share of näıves is smaller.
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of rationals. Recall that we observe the opposite effect in the competitive case.12

Monopolist with Outside Option Inside the Store
The above analysis shows that if we adapt the model of our paper in an otherwise unchanged form to
a monopolistic setup, the resulting bait-and-choose environments used by the firm look very similar
to the competitive outcomes studied in the main text. To some extent this is due to the assumption
that the outside option of no purchase (u0 = 0) is available to consumers only at the moment of entry,
but not inside the store.

Not allowing the consumer to exercise the outside option at the final point of sale is a largely
innocuous assumption when we study competitive markets. In fact, adding the possibility to not
purchase at the store (adding an ex-post or “in-store” participation constraint) leaves all the results
we present in the main text (qualitatively) unchanged. This finding is most evident in the case
where all consumers are context-sensitive (Propositions 1-4). Here, competition leads to all products
that firms sell in equilibrium to be priced at cost. By the Inada conditions on c(q), the surplus
consumer perceive when purchasing these products is always strictly positive (ûj > 0). Specifically,
sophisticated context-sensitive obtain surplus q∗ − c(q∗) > 0, while näıve context-sensitive consumers
obtain perceived surplus βqQ − c(qQ) > 0 or qP − βc(qP ) > 0, respectively.13 Would we allow
the consumer to leave the store and choose an outside option with zero surplus, this option had no
bite—clearly, staying at the store and purchasing the product is better. Hence, product supply in
competitive equilibrium is the same both in the presence and in the absence of an “in-store” outside
option.14,15

The same is not true, however, when we study the monopolist. In the absence of competitive
pressures the outside option is a binding constraint that restricts the surplus the firm can extract
from consumers. Introducing an outside option at purchase (inside the store) may change product
supply if there exists an attention-induced preference change that leads consumers to re-evaluate their
options at the store.

Notice first that the assumption of an outside option at purchase does not change the profit-
maximizing choice of product line if the monopolist caters only to rational or sophisticated consumers.
In this case, the firm offers a single product of quality q∗ at price p = q∗. Both before and after entering
the store, consumers value this product at ûj = uj = 0 and thus, marginally prefer it over the outside
option of no purchase (u0 = 0). When catering to näıves, however, the availability of an outside
option at purchase leads the monopolist to abandon bait-and-choose designs that feature a context
where the price of the target is overweighted (θt = P ). It also restricts the amount of surplus that
the firm can extract when using a context with a quality-overweighted target (θt = Q).

To see this, consider a monopolist designing a bait-and-choose targeted at a purely näıve consumer
population. Suppose that there exists an outside option of no purchase generating surplus u0 = 0 that

12Recall that in a competitive market, the attraction product is a loss leader, i.e., pa < c(qa). A higher share of
rational consumers thus means higher losses for the competitive firm on the attraction product. Firms compensate
these losses by increasing the price (i.e. profit) on the target, which harms näıve types. In a monopolistic market, on
the other hand, the firm makes positive profit both on the attraction product, pa > c(qa), and on the target. As the
share of rational consumers increases, it becomes more important for the monopolist to make the attraction product
cost-efficient to sell (i.e., qa → q∗) rather than to use it as a means to maximize the price of the target. This shift in
focus benefits the näıve consumer.

13By the Inada conditions, we have c(q∗) =
∫ q∗

0 c′(q)dq (by c′(0) = c(0) = 0) and c′(q) < 1 for all q < q∗ (by
c′(q∗) = 1 and c′′(q) > 0). Hence c(q∗) < 1 · q∗ ⇔ q∗ − c(q∗) > 0. Analogously, c(qQ) < βqQ and c(qP ) < 1

β
qP .

14This statement is true with regards to the ex-ante outside option as well. In equilibrium, competitive firms attract
consumers with products that provide strictly positive surplus in expectation. This renders the existence of the outside
option u0 = 0 at entry irrelevant for equilibrium product supply.

15Above argument shows that Propositions 1-4 in the main text remain fully valid under the assumption of an ex-post
or “in-store” participation constraint. Our final result in the main text (Proposition 5) also goes through unchanged.
While it is true that, here, näıve consumers pay a price above cost and, thus, an ex-post participation constraint may
become binding under some circumstances (if firms provide a “price-salient” target), the general characterization of
equilibrium product lines we provide in the text of the Proposition remains fully valid.
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the consumer can exercise both before and after entering the store. Assuming that the firm wants to
bait all näıves with product a, but make them choose target t 6= a, the profit-maximization problem
of the monopolist becomes:

max π = pt − c(qt)

s.t. ua ≥ ut (Bait Constraint)
ûa ≤ ût (Choose Constraint)
ua ≥ 0 (Outside Participation Constraint)
ût ≥ 0 (Inside Participation Constraint)

The Inside Participation Constraint (IPC) reflects the availability of the outside option at the mo-
ment of purchase. When the price of the target is overweighted at the store (θt = P ), the IPC (now
ût = qt − βpt > 0), becomes the binding constraint for the monopolist. The maximum price the
monopolist can set without making consumers leave the store is in this case pt = 1

β qt. This price is
however lower than what the monopolist can achieve by not using a bait-and-choose in the first place
(pt = qt). It follows that if the firm is restricted to symmetric manipulations of attention (Assump-
tion 4a, Focusing/Relative Thinking), the unique profit-maximizing manipulation of the monopolist
is (θa, θt) = (Q,Q). Because this type of manipulation leads to an increase in the product valuations
of products a and t relative to the consumer’s outside assessment, the IPC is then not binding.16 The
monopolist’s choice of (qt, pt) and (qa, pa) is the same as in the absence of the IPC, see Eq. (QQM)
above.

If the firm can construct asymmetric manipulations of attention (Assumption 4b, Salience),
(θa, θt) = (P,Q) remains the profit-maximizing choice also in the presence of the IPC. However,
the IPC now becomes the binding constraint on the price of the target, lowering the surplus that the
monopolist can extract from näıves. To see this, notice that if there exists an outside option inside
the store, the maximum price the monopolist can achieve when (θa, θt) = (P,Q) is pt = βqt (the IPC
binds). This price is larger than what the firm can achieve using any other manipulation (θt, θa),
but smaller than what the firm can achieve with (θa, θt) = (P,Q) if there would not exist an outside
option at the final point of purchase (see, for comparison, price pt in Eq. (PQM) above).

Monopolist vs. Competitive Equilibrium: Concluding Remarks
We conclude by summarizing similarities and differences between the monopolist solution and product
supply in competitive equilibrium. When not modeling an outside option at the store, the monopolist
and competitive solutions yield very similar results with regard to whether and how firms exploit näıve
context-sensitivity. We find, in particular, that the monopolist will use the same type of attention
manipulation (θa, θt) to bait-and-choose näıves as competitive firms, using—as they do—a single decoy
to construct the manipulation. Allowing the consumer to choose an outside option at the store does
not alter the competitive solution we present in the main part of the paper. It does, however, affect
the monopolist solution. For the monopolist, but not for competitive firms, the outside option is
a binding constraint that restricts the surplus the firm can extract from consumers. In the more
realistic case where the outside option exists both before and after entering the store, the monopolist
and competitive solutions hence differ. While we find price-salient targets and down-selling motives
to be present in the competitive setting, such strategies are no longer used by the monopolist.

16By the Bait Constraint (BC) we have ût ≥ ûa and by the Outside Participation Constraint (OPC) ua ≥ 0. If
(θa, θt) = (Q,Q), then ûa > ua. Hence ût > ua > 0, meaning that the IPC is slack.
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Appendix C: A Model with Advertised Products and Context-Sensitive
Preferences In- and Outside of the Store

We study the following variant of our model. Two retailers k = 1, 2 compete for a population of näıve
context-sensitive consumers. Before consumers move, retailers simultaneously (a) choose (and commit
to) a product line Mk and (b) select one product ak ∈ Jk from their product line to be “advertised”.
Consumers move in two stages: In stage 1 they observe the set of advertised products A = {a1, a2}
and select one of the two stores in the (näıve) belief that the advertised product is the only product
available at the store.17,18 In stage 2 they observe the entire product line Mk of the retailer whose
store they have entered and purchase one of the products j ∈ Jk available at that store.

Consumer preferences in both stages are context-sensitive and follow the same choice-set dependent
characterization. In stage 1, when consumers decide which store k ∈ {1, 2} to enter, preferences depend
on the context generated by the set of advertised products A = {a1, a2},

Preferences in Stage 1: ûAj =


βqj − pj if θAj = Q

qj − βpj if θAj = P

qj − pj if θAj = N,

(2)

with j ∈ A. In stage 2, when consumers decide which product j ∈ Jk to buy, preferences depend on
the context generated by the product line of retailer k,

Preferences in Stage 2: ûkj =


βqj − pj if θkj = Q

qj − βpj if θkj = P

qj − pj if θkj = N.

(3)

In both stages, θj ∈ {Q,P,N} is determined by applying the Salience, Focusing, or Relative Thinking
specification (for the formal definition, see the model section in the main text) to the choice set of the
respective stage (set A in stage 1 and set Jk in stage 2). Other assumptions of our baseline model
(cost functions, minimal product lines, Inada conditions, tie breaking rules, interiority w.r.t. to qmin
and pmax) remain intact. Advertisement does not carry any cost. We look for Nash equilibria in pure
strategies.

Rational Benchmark
If consumers are not context-sensitive, β = 1, preferences in both stages are given by ûAj = ûkj =
uj = qj − pj . Fix the advertised product of the competitor offer—w.l.o.g., the advertised product of
firm 2. It is obvious that in this case the unique best response of firm 1 (conditional on attracting
a positive mass of consumers) is to offer a single product, M1 = ((q1, p1)), with cost-efficient quality
q1 = q∗ and price p1 = q∗ − ua2 , which the firm also advertises. By marginally undercutting the
offer of the competitor with the unique cost-efficient quality, the retailer attracts all consumers at
maximal profit. Because consumers are not context-sensitive and thus, cannot be induced to switch
to a more profitable product after entering the store, holding additional products is unnecessary. It
follows that in the unique Nash equilibrium, both firms offer a single product of quality q∗ at cost,
Mk = ((q∗, c(q∗))), which they also advertise. Market supply conforms to the rational benchmark in
our baseline model (standard Bertrand solution).

17Notice that in comparison to our baseline model, näıveté here operates over future choice sets rather than future
preferences. Because preferences are a function of the choice set, näıveté about future choice sets implies näıveté about
future preferences (but not vice versa).

18For simplicity, we disregard here the possibility of a fixed outside option (no purchase) being available. Because
any such option would be non-binding in equilibrium (assuming standard Inada conditions hold, see baseline model),
this is without loss of generality.
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Equilibrium with Context-Sensitive Consumers: Focusing and Relative
Thinking
Assume henceforth that consumers are context-sensitive in stages 1 and 2, i.e. β > 1. Suppose that
preferences follow the Focusing or Relative Thinking specification. We show that even though qualities
and prices in stage 1 may be overweighted, consumer choice between firms is as if their preferences
in stage 1 followed an unweighted surplus function uj = qj − pj . The strategic situation for firms
k = 1, 2 is then identical to the situation studied in the baseline model of the main text.

Let ∆A
q := |qa1 − qa2 | and ∆A

p := |pa1 − pa2 | denote the range of advertised qualities and prices,
respectively. Analogously, let ∆k

q and ∆k
p denote the range of qualities and prices, respectively, of all

products j ∈ Jk offered by firm k. With Focusing, we then have

in stage 1: θAj =


Q if ∆A

q > ∆A
p

P if ∆A
q < ∆A

p

N otherwise,
and, analogously, in stage 2: θkj =


Q if ∆k

q > ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q < ∆k

p

N otherwise.

With Relative Thinking, we have

in stage 1: θAj =


Q if β ·∆A

q < ∆A
p

P if ∆A
q > β ·∆A

p

N otherwise,
and, analogously, in stage 2: θkj =


Q if β ·∆k

q < ∆k
p

P if ∆k
q > β ·∆k

p

N otherwise.

Consider consumer choice in stage 1. The consumer enters that store k = 1, 2 which advertises
the better product according to Eq. (2). Assume that attribute weights θAj in Eq. (2) follow the
Focusing specification. It is straightforward to show that consumers then enter the firm k ∈ {1, 2}
that advertises the product with the higher unweighted surplus: If there exists one product that
strictly dominates the other, qa1 > qa2 and pa1 < pa2 (or vice versa), then regardless of attribute
weights, consumers prefer the dominant product. If both products have the same unweighted surplus,
qa1 − pa1 = qa2 − pa2 , it follows that ∆A

q = ∆A
p and attributes are by definition unweighted. If there

exists one product with a strictly higher unweighted surplus, qa1 − pa1 > qa2 − pa2 (or vice versa),
and this product does not strictly dominate the other, it must either be the case that ∆A

q > ∆A
p (if

the favorable product has a higher quality and price than the other product) or it must be the case
that ∆A

q < ∆A
p (if the favorable product has a lower quality and price than the other product). In

both cases, consumers overweigh the advantageous attribute of that product which already yields a
higher unweighted surplus. In effect, consumer choice between firms is as if attributes in stage 1 were
unweighted, uj = qj − pj .

Relative Thinking yields an identical prediction: If there exists one product that strictly dominates
the other, consumers always prefer the dominant product, regardless of attribute weights. If both
products have the same unweighted surplus, qa1 − pa1 = qa2 − pa2 , it follows that ∆A

q = ∆A
p and

attributes are by definition unweighted. If there exists one product that has a higher quality and
price than the other product and generates a higher unweighted surplus, we have ∆A

q > ∆A
p . For a

sufficiently small difference between the quality- and price-spreads, ∆k
q ≤ β ·∆k

p, the surplus function
remains unweighted (θAj = N). For larger differences, Relative Thinking predicts a larger weight on
prices (θAj = P ). With only two products spanning the choice set however, the necessary difference
in quality between the two products that is required to generate θAj = P , |qa1 − qa2 | > β · |pa1 − pa2 |,
implies that even if consumers were to overweigh prices, they would nonetheless prefer the product with
the higher quality, which is also the product that provides the higher unweighted surplus. Assume,
instead, that the product generating a higher unweighted surplus has a lower quality and price than
the other product such that ∆A

q < ∆A
p . For a sufficiently large spread in prices, ∆k

p > β ·∆k
q , quality

may be overweighted (θAj = Q). However, as this requires that |pa1 − pa2 | > β · |qa1 − qa2 |, consumers
would nonetheless prefer to buy the product with the lower price (and higher unweighted surplus).
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It follows that with Focusing and Relative Thinking, a behaviorally equivalent representation of
stage 1 preferences is the unweighted surplus function uj = qj − pj . Preferences in both stages can
thus be assumed to follow the same structure as the preferences in our baseline model. Two aspects
remain different from the model analyzed in the main text, namely that (1) firms choose one product
ak ∈ Jk for advertisement and that (2) consumers are not aware of products other than ak when
choosing a firm. These differences notwithstanding, it is easy to show that the advertisement model
yields the exact same predictions regarding equilibrium market supply as our baseline model.

To find equilibrium product supply, fix the advertised product of one firm l and consider the best
response of firm k 6= l conditional on attracting a positive mass of consumers. Let u = qal−pal be the
unweighted surplus of the advertised product of firm l. Let (qt, pt) be the attributes of the product
that firm k sells to consumers who enter its store (the “target”) and let (qa, pa) be the attributes of
the advertised product of firm k (the “attraction product”). The maximization problem of firm k is

max
(qa,pa)∈R2,(qt,pt)∈R2

pt − c(qt) (4)

s.t. ûka ≤ ûkt (Choose Constraint)
ua ≥ u (Participation Constraint)

qa, qt ≥ qmin (Quality Constraints)
pa, pt ≤ pmax (Price Constraints)

Notice that except for the “bait constraint” (ua ≥ ut) missing, this maximization problem is equivalent
to the maximization problem of a best-responding firm targeting näıve consumers in our baseline model
(see the proof of Proposition 3). The missing constraint shows that formally, unawareness about other
products j 6= ak being avalaible at firm k (this model) is a stronger assumption than näıveté about
product-line effects (baseline model). Recall that the bait constraint in our baseline model was never
binding in the best response. As a consequence, both models yield the same predictions: If (θka , θkt ) =
(N,N), then the best response of firm k is to offer (and advertise) a single product of quality q∗ at
price q∗− u, equivalent to the best response in the rational benchmark. If (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P )},
the best response is to offer two products, one that is advertised (and used to attract consumers to the
store) and another that is sold. This way, the firm can make a higher profit than if (θka , θkt ) = (N,N):
The firm can bait consumers with a product of unweighted surplus ua = u but then induce them to
choose a product with lower surplus ut < ua. The most profitable such bait-and-choose has ûka = ûkt ,
and thus, the attributes of products ak and tk are the same as in the best response of our baseline
model:

If (θka , θkt ) = (Q,Q), then (qa, pa) = (qmin, qa − u), (qt, pt) = (qQ, βqt − (βqa − pa)) (QQBR)
If (θka , θkt ) = (P, P ), then (qa, pa) = (pa + u, pmax), (qt, pt) = (qP , 1

β qt − ( 1
β qa − pa)) (PPBR)

Because the ability and incentives of retailers to manipulate context at the store and make näıve
consumers switch to a more profitable target remain unchanged, market supply in equilibrium is the
same as in our baseline model. In particular, with the addition that firms advertise the “attraction
product”, market supply follows the equilibrium specification for Focusing and Relative Thinking
provided in Proposition 3 (main text). To see this, notice that due to the best response being unique
and continuous in u, there is a unique point of mutual best response, which is found at pt = c(qt).
Moreover, in order to generate (θka , θkt ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P )} and make consumers choose a target tk
that provides lower unweighted surplus than the advertised product ak, ut < ua, each firm will
need to add “decoys” to its product line. We have shown in the proof of Proposition 3 that adding
just one decoy is sufficient, implying that the equilibrium product line consists of three products,
Mk = ((qa, pa), (qt, pt), (qd, pd)).
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Equilibrium with Context-Sensitive Consumers: Salience
Suppose that preferences follow the Salience specification. We show that up to the choice of the
attraction product’s quality and price, (qa, pa), equilibrium product lines are uniquely defined by the
predictions of the baseline model (Proposition 3). It remains true, in particular, that firms design
a bait-and-choose using asymmetric context (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), sell a target of quality qQ at price
pt = c(qQ) to all consumers who enter its store, use a separate product ak 6= tk to attract consumers,
and a decoy dk /∈ {ak, tk} to generate the switch. Moreover, the choice of (qa, pa) predicted by the
baseline model also remains an equilibrium choice. Context-sensitivity in stage 1 results in certain
other choices of (qa, pa) also being equilibrium choices. In particular, as long as both firms offer the
same attraction product, (qa1 , pa1) = (qa2 , pa2), any choice of (qa, pa) satisfying qa−βpa = βqQ−c(qQ)
is an equilibrium choice. For any such choice, it remains true that pa < c(qa) (the attraction product
is a loss leaders).

Let q̄A := qa1 +qa2
2 denote the average quality of the products advertised by firms 1 and 2, and let

p̄A := pa1 +pa2
2 denote their average price. Analogously, let q̄k and p̄k denote the average quality and

price, respectively, of all products j ∈ Jk offered by firm k. Let σ(z, z̄) be a salience function that
is symmetric, continuous, and satisfies ordering and homogeneity of degree zero (consult the proof of
Proposition 3 for a formal definition of these properties). With Salience, we then have

in stage 1: θAj =


Q if σ(qj , q̄A) > σ(pj , p̄A)
P if σ(qj , q̄A) < σ(pj , p̄A)
N otherwise,

and, in stage 2: θkj =


Q if σ(qj , q̄k) > σ(pj , p̄k)
P if σ(qj , q̄k) < σ(pj , p̄k)
N otherwise.

Fix the advertised product of one firm (k′) and consider the best response of the other (k),
conditional on attracting a positive mass of consumers. For ease of notation, let a denote the advertised
product of the firm whose best response we consider (firm k) and a′ denote the advertised product
of the other firm. Product a has quality qa and price pa, product a′ has quality q′a and price p′a.
Let (qt, pt) be the attributes of the product that firm k sells to consumers who enter its store (the
“target”). The maximization problem of firm k is

max
(qa,pa)∈R2,(qt,pt)∈R2

pt − c(qt) (5)

s.t. ûka ≤ ûkt (Choose Constraint)
ûAa ≥ ûAa′ (Participation Constraint)

qa, qt ≥ qmin (Quality Constraints)
pa, pt ≤ pmax (Price Constraints)

We are interested in determining equilibria which satisfy interiority in the sense that pt < pmax. To
find the best response defining such equilibria, for now, drop the price constraint on pt.

The major difference to the maximization problem of the firm in the baseline model is that here,
preferences in stage 1 (outside the store) are context-sensitive. This shows in the participation con-
straint in Eq. (5), which depends on how context in stage 1 affects preferences over advertised products
a and a′.19 We are now going to show that up to the choice of the attraction product’s quality and
price, (qa, pa), this difference does not alter the best response of firm k. In particular, identical to
the baseline model, the firm will use product a only to attract the consumer to the store. At the
store, the unique profit-maximizing strategy is to use a decoy to generate an asymmetric store context
(θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), which leads to the consumer switching preferences from the advertised product to
a more profitable target. Equilibrium product lines will therefore have the same structure as in our
baseline setup.

19There is a second difference which is that there is no ‘bait constraint’ in the maximization problem of Eq. (5).
Because the bait constraint was never binding in the baseline model, this difference does not affect outcomes.
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It is easy to see that if the firm designs a bait-and-choose (tk 6= ak), the profit-maximizing store
context has (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). The logic is the same as in our baseline model: Given that the firm has
attracted the consumer with product ak 6= tk, the highest price the firm charge for the target is given
by ûkt = ûka (the choose constraint binds). If (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) this price is

pt = βqt − (qa − βpa), (6)

which for any choice of qt and (qa, pa) is strictly larger than the price the firm can charge with any
other store context. We have shown in the proof of Proposition 3 that if attention θkj follows the
Salience specification, the firm can always generate (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) by offering a third product dk
that acts as a decoy (one decoy is necessary and sufficient).

The second thing to notice is that a bait-and-choose strategy with (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q) also generates
strictly higher profits than not designing a bait-and-choose. Context outside the store is given by
(θAa , θAa′) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (N,N)}.20 If firm k does not design a bait-and-choose (tk = ak), then the
highest price the firm can charge for given quality qt is

pt =


βqt − (βq′a − p′a) if (θAa , θAa′) = (Q,Q),
1
β qt − ( 1

β q
′
a − p′a) if (θAa , θAa′) = (P, P ),

qt − (q′a − p′a) if (θAa , θAa′) = (N,N).

But this price is strictly lower than what the firm can charge if it designs a bait-and-choose. In
particular, if the firm designs a bait-and-choose with (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q), it can always charge a price at
least as high as

pt = βqt − (q′a − βp′a).

For example, the firm could simply attract the consumer with qa = q′a and pa = p′a − ε, ε→ 0.
Our argument so far establishes that a best-responding firm will always design a bait-and-choose,

and will always use a decoy to construct in-store context (θka , θkt ) = (P,Q). The price the firm sells its
target tk for is given by Eq. (6). From this it is easily established that the optimal quality of the target
is qt = qQ := arg maxq βq − c(q). What remains to be determined are the optimal attributes of the
attraction product ak 6= tk. It is only here where the assumption that preferences are context-sensitive
outside the store begin to matter.

Firm k’s profit conditional on attracting all consumers is given by πk = pt − c(qt), where pt =
βqt − (qa − βpa) according to Eq. (6). Finding the optimal (qa, pa) thus means minimizing qa − βpa
conditional on attracting consumers, that is, conditional on satisfying the participation constraint
ûAa ≥ ûAa′ . Recall that the participation constraint depends on outside context, that is, on (θAa , θAa′).
With the participation constraint being context-sensitive, the solution to this problem is more complex
than before. In principle, there are two “classes” of possible solutions. The first class captures
choices of (qa, pa) that satisfy a standard “undercutting” logic: The firm can always achieve profit
πk = βqt − c(qt)− (q′a − βp′a)− ε by choosing an attraction product that offers the consumer a slight
improvement (ε > 0) over the competitor’s attraction product regardless of whether (θAa , θAa′) = (Q,Q),
(θAa , θAa′) = (P, P ), or (θAa , θAa′) = (N,N). For example, the firm can emulate the competitor offer
except for an ε-increase in quality or an ε-decrease in price.

The second class are choices of (qa, pa) where the firm “jumps” to a (non-marginally) higher quality
and price than the competitor offer in order to exploit stage-1 context-sensitivity. In particular,
depending on the competitor offer (q′a, p′a), there might exist choices qa > q′a, pa > p′a which generate
a quality-salient stage-1 context, (θAa , θAa′) = (Q,Q), and allow the firm to attract consumers with
a product (qa, pa) that satisfies qa − βpa ≤ q′a − βp′a. If such a choice exists, it generates a strictly

20As shown in the proof of Proposition 3, when just two products span the choice set of the consumer, Salience does
not admit asymmetric manipulations of attention. It follows that outside the store, only symmetric manipulations of
attention, (θAa , θAa′ ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (N,N)}, can occur.
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higher price pt = βqt − (qa − βpa) > βqt − (q′a − βp′a) − ε and thus, a strictly higher profit than any
“undercutting” strategy. With Salience, it is easy to show that such a choice exists if and only if
p′a < pmax and q′a

p′a
< β. The profit-maximizing choice of (qa, pa) in this case is to pick pa = pmax > p′a

and to pick qa just sufficiently high to guarantee that (a) qa
pa

>
q′a
p′a

(quality is salient outside the
store), and that (b) βqa − pa ≥ βq′a − p′a (given that quality is salient, the participation constraint is
satisfied).21

Whichever “class” of choice is optimal regarding (qa, pa), it is clear that at any point of mutual
best response it must be true that both firms use a bait-and-choose, have in-store context (θka , θkt ) =
(P,Q), and a price of the target that is equal to cost, pt = βqQ − (qa − βpa) = c(qQ). To see
this, note that if the price of the target of at least one firm was not equal to cost, our arguments
above would imply that there exists a profitable deviation incentive. From pt = p′t = c(qQ) we find
the equilibrium condition qa − βpa = q′a − βp′a = βqQ − c(qQ). Because Inada conditions imply
that βqQ − c(qQ) > 0, this condition implies that qa

pa
> β as well as q′a

p′a
> β. It follows that in

equilibrium, best responses are not characterized by firms choosing (qa, pa) in an attempt to exploit
stage 1 context-sensitivity (as this is optimal only for competitor offers satisfying q′a

p′a
< β), but by

firms choosing (qa, pa) in a standard “undercutting” logic. It is true, in particular, that if firm k′ offers
(q′a, p′a) such that p′t = βqQ − (q′a − βp′a) = c(qQ), then the highest price firm k can sell its target for
is pt = βqQ − (qa − βpa) = βqQ − (q′a − βp′a) = p′t, which implies that indeed, k’s optimal choice of
(qa, pa) will satisfy the equilibrium condition qa − βpa = q′a − βp′a = βqQ − c(qQ).

While it is true that any tuple ((qa, pa), (q′a, p′a)) that satisfies qa − βpa = q′a − βp′a = βqQ −
c(qQ) as well as qa, q′a ≥ qmin and pa, p

′
a ≤ pmax constitutes a point of mutual best response, under

Assumption 1 (minimal product lines), only symmetric advertisement choices (qa, pa) = (q′a, p′a) qualify
for an equilibrium. To see why, note that any asymmetric choice (qa, pa) 6= (q′a, p′a) which satisfies
qa − βpa = q′a − βp′a = βqQ − c(qQ) results in a quality-salient stage-1 context and thus, in one firm
(the firm which offers the product with the higher quality and price) attracting all consumers.22 By
Assumption 1, the other firm (with zero demand) would then have to offer an empty product line,
which obviously cannot be an equilibrium outcome. Symmetric choices (qa, pa) = (q′a, p′a), on the
other hand, result in both firms having strictly positive equilibrium demand and thus, Assumption 1
only requires that each firm offers the minimal number of products required to play the best response
(which is three: the target, the attraction product and one decoy).

We conclude: Any choice of (qa, pa) = (q′a, p′a) satisfying qa − βpa = βqQ − c(qQ) as well as
qa ≥ qmin and pa ≤ pmax constitutes an equilibrium choice of attraction products. Note that this set
includes the (symmetric) choice of attraction products predicted by our baseline model, pa = pmax,
qa = βqQ− c(qQ) + βpmax.23 The symmetric nature of the equilibrium implies that outside the store,
neither qualities nor products are overweighted, that is, (θAa , θAa′) = (N,N). The attraction product
is always a loss leader, pa < c(qa).

21To see how (θAa , θAa′ ) ∈ {(Q,Q), (P, P ), (N,N)} can be derived from the characteristics of products a and a′, consult
auxiliary Proposition BGS, which can be found in the proof of Proposition 3.

22 Recall that in equilibrium, qa
pa

> β as well as q′a
p′a

> β. Condition qa−βpa = q′a−βp′a ⇔ ( qa
pa
−β) ·pa = ( q

′
a
p′a
−β) ·p′a

then implies that qa
pa

>
q′a
p′a

if and only if pa > p′a. It follows that in equilibrium, the advertised product with the
higher price (and higher quality) has the higher quality-to-price ratio. According to Salience, this implies that quality
is salient, (θAa , θAa′ ) = (Q,Q). If quality is salient and qa− βpa = q′a− βp′a, then the advertised product with the higher
quality and price is strictly preferred by all consumers. It follows that one firm (the firm which advertises the product
with the higher quality and price) captures all demand while the demand for the other firm is zero.

23In fact, this choice is the unique choice of attraction product that prevents the other firm from having a best
response where by choosing p′a > pa and q′a > qa it can win all consumers. If we assume that ceteris paribus firms care
about market share, the attraction product predicted by our baseline model is thus the unique equilibrium choice.
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